
Abstract

Digital's five 18-bit computers (the PDP-1, 4, 7, 9 and 15) have evolved
over two hardware generations (i.e., transistors and integrated circuits).
The PDP-4 instruction-set formed the repetitive basis for the continued
evolution. The final 18-bit implementation, PDP-15, evolved to have
floating point arithmetic, multiple processors and an attached support
processor for i/o and file control.

Aly one plementation -eecurred at each technology time (versus a set of
machines to span a range). Each new implementation provided a combination
of both lower price and increased performance versus either being
exclusively lower cost (constant performance) or exclusively constant price
(higher performance). This middle-of-the-road strategy ultimately may have
contributed to the 18-bit family demise.

The machines and the factors contributing to their evolution are presented.
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THE DEC 18-BIT COMPUTERS

Gordon Bell, Gerald Butler, Bob Gray, Ronald Wilson, and Donald Vonada

Although Digital was formed in 1957 with the explicit goal to build
computers, the PDP-1 was not demonstrated until the winter of 1959. The
principal backer of DEC, American Research and Development (ARD). was
initially skeptical whether a computer company could succeed, but was
enthusiastic about the possibilities for digital logic modules for

DEC had met its profit and sales goals and was permitted to move on to
computers. However, Ken Olsen felt that another year's wait would be
worthwhile in order to gain additional business experience and to have a
larger business base. Ben Gurley came to DEC in the summer of 1959 to

laboratory and system use. Hence, the plan to build computers was
conditional on the success of the modules, After one year of operation,

TX-0 ond computersdesign and build the PDP-1

Many DEC engineers (Ken Olsen, Harlan derson, Stan Olsen, Dick Best and
Ben Gurley) were Lincoln Laboratory aYmni, and the DEC modules were
patternedaftertheLincolncircuits'0 Hence, the PDP-1 was clearly
influenced by the Lincoln Laboratory TX-0 computer, and its predecessor,
Whirlwind I.
M.I.T. (WHIRLWIND & MEMORY TEST COMPUTER) & LINCOLN LABORATORY (TX-0)..ANCESTRY
The Lincoln Laboratory experimental, transistorized computer, TX-0, was one
of the earliest computers to use transistors. TX-0 in turn was related to
MIT's Whirlwind, a computer which was operational in 1950. Whirlwind had a
16-bit word length and might be regarded as the forerunner to the modern
minicomputer. This ancestry is unjauelv_Whirlwind's because it operated
much faster (random access to the Williams storage tube; later the core
memory versus having a drum primary memory) and--uniquely--had a short word
length (16-bits) as compared to the 32- to 40-bit word length for
scientific machines of the von Neumann era. The core memory was developed
at M.I.T. by Jay W. Forrester, head of the computer laboratory. The first

TX-0 was designed to test transistor circuitry, to verify that a 256 by 256 the fot .

(65 Kword) core memory could be built, and as a prelude to building the
large scale TX-2 computer. This work was part of the air defense project
that Lincoln ran. It featured a 6 microsecond cycle time and resembled
Whirlwind because of the large (12 inch) cathode_ray tube and lightpen
console. TX-O also had paper tape 1/0 with a Fiexowriter typewriter, and
two toggle switch registers that the program could access (the first 16

memory words were toggle switches gfor variables and/or progran§).

core memory was exercised under control of special computer, Memory Test
Computer (MTC). Ken Olsen had responsibility for the design and
construction of MIC. Keon ob

Fridan

where it was reassembled and operated until, Whirlwind is now part of
the Digital Museum Project, although the first core memory module and other
parts have been given to the Smithsonian ang other museums.

Whirlwind was dismantled in 1934 and moved to Wolf Research and Development

19705.
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Because of the experimental nature of TX-0, it was extremely simple, having
only two registers which could be accessed by the program: the
accumulator, and the live register -- which was used for controlling and
buffering transfers to various I/O equipment. Later, at MIT, TX-0 was
extended to have an index register, but the initial version had only four
instructions encoded in 2 bits, with 16 bits to access memory. Three
instructions accessed memory: "store in location"; "add from location",
and "transfer if accumulator is negative to location". The fourth
instruction, "operate", was for programmed controlled I/O transfers, and it
also included commands that could be combined to give a large number of
instructions. The encoding of the operate instruction was called
microprogramming because bits in the instruction specified particular
register transfer operations (e.g., "clear the right half of the
accumulator", "cycle the accumulator right one position", "start the paper
tape reader") which could occur at one of six possible times during the
execution of the instruction. By encoding the bits, a number of useful
instructions could be formed (e.g., with one instruction, a point could be
displayed on the screen, and a new pseudo-random point generated).

As the TX-0 tests were concluded, the TX-0 was transferred from Lincoln
Laboratory to M.1.T. (1958) for laboratory experiment control and for
teaching. The memory size was reduced from 65 Kwords to 4 Kwords and
eventually added back to 8 Kwords. It remained in service at M.1.T. until
1975; it was eventually purchased by DEC for display in the Digital
Distributed Museum Project.

PDP-1

The PDP-1 featured an 18-bit word length like that of its immediate
predecessor, the TX-0, and was compatible with the notion of the 6-bit
character of the second generation. Unlike the large scale scientific and
business computers of the second generation, its short word length and high
speed were unique and were particularly suited to the laboratory and
scientific control applications that were to emerge later in the second
generation. Even the small, lower cost scientific computers from Bendix
(the G-15) and Librascope (LGP~30) had long word lengths but were slow
because they were serial, using drum for primary memory. They were of
limited utility in computation, control and laboratory applications due to
their slow speed. The fact that the PDP-1 was unorthodox by being high
speed (5 microsecond memory cycle), while having only an 18-bit word with
no built in floating point arithmetic created a market credibility problem.
For comparison, the IBM 709 had a 12 microsecond cycle, and its successor,
the 7090, had a 2.12 microsecond cycle. It was also difficult to market
the PDP-1 because potential buyers really doubted whether a company with
only 100 employees and less than a million dollars in sales would be a
reliable computer supplier.
The first description of the PDP-1 order code by Harlan Anderson, DEC's
Vice President, appeared in a company memoranda, M-1060, dated October 27,
1959. Although a few instructions were later added to improve subroutine
calling, that two page memo assigned the order codes and their names.
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was integrated into the console (see This was subsequently dropped
for cost reasons, never to return to the DEC main line of computers, except

The PDP-1 engineering prototype (1/A) wa first show see in Boston Jack
at the Eastern Joint Computer Conference December? 1959. Note how the CRT Brown

and Newman (BBN), purchased the first production machine (see hese) (1/B) Fig. 3.
briefly with the LINC and PDP-12. The consulting company, Bolt, Beranek

1

for delivery in November 1960. A third machine was constructed for
internal use. After building the first two production machines, it was
clear that modifications were needed for improved producibility, cost and
reliability. The separate console required many cables, and the unreliable
connectors between the console and computer meant the two parts could not
communicate. The final, more producible design, called the 1/C, used

cabinet as an air plenum with air entering from the base of the cabinet.
The cabinet and module mounting scheme was used directly on PDP-4 and -5.
The cabinet has remained relatively unchanged. Even today the same basic
design houses the smaller metal boxed minicomputers and options for all
computers.

DEC-produced cabinets, with the operator/maj e console rate
into the cabinets (see @hotg). This design had improved air flow using the Fig.2

The first few PDP-1s were sold by and large as planned, that is for
applications in scientific computation and real time control. Users
interacted with the PDP-1 directly via its typewriter, CRT and console.
Customers included Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (for high speed support
processing ala the IBM 1401 but with graphics 1/0 that was compatible with
most large scale computers); Bolt, Beranek and Newman (for psycho-acoustics
and general computer science research); the Atomic Energy of Canada,
Limited (for pulse height analysis and van de Graaf generator experiment Par
control). The most important sale (in terms of DEC's future) was to ITT
for a message switching system.

:

Nearly half of the 4 t s" were sold to ITT as their ADX 7300 for this \ ask
automation of a torn tape switching center and included interfaces for up
to 256 teletype lines. These lines were switched under program control in
a store-and-forward fashion on a character-by-character basis using the
interrupt facility of the PDP-1. The PDP-1 was uniquely suited for this
application because of its high speed and high performance sequence break
(interrupt) system which permitted low cost line units (telegraph line

message switching application. This application was, in essence, the

interface).
Aside from the training of having to produce computers that could run
unattended and without service on a high reliability basis, the most

important result of the ITT order was that it allowed DEC to build a number
of identical machines without special engineering. The first few machines
ordered by other customers were nearly all unique, requiring us to build
options that were only sold a few times. In addition to the nearly
one-of-a-kind options, many of the machines had special interfaces that
were peculiar to the applications.
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It should be noted that because the hardware for the "1" was relatively
inexpensive, we had a good supply of basic modules for building special
interfaces, and it was not difficult to interface, building specialized
hardware was relatively easy compared to modern day hardware design. If an
engineer made errors in estimating the time required to design and test the
option, the project would still be financially successful because the cost
of materials was low enough to allow for such errors. Also, design errors
were easier to wire around compared to modern day, expensive printedcircuit boards with hard to change "read only" memories. Finally, the
special interfaces and controllers for PDP-1 were quite simple compared to
modern designs.

what wt now call
at were mass
in the earlier

Physical Structure/Implementation

The PDP 1/C version formed the basf#s of the machines
produced. It used four cabinetsAnstead of the thr
version, and it preassigned sp3@e for the variousfptions: multiply-divide,
sequence break (the name giv the 16-channel inferrupt mechanism), memory
extension control, and the gh speed channel (Ahe direct memory access
capability). Numerous gpfions were initially offered for PDP-1. These are
shown in the oc a fashion that corresponds to the physical
structure. Note that cables connect in a radial fashion to the various
options, as opposed to being interconnected in a bussed fashion as
computers are now. (The reader should note that design is reverting back
to radial configuration in the early fourth generation because of the

h interystemdecreased cost of logic and to bound thelead 6 4
A side view of the cabinet in Fig. shows the space for
interconnecting to other options. Note that expansion was accommodated by
adding bays to the four-bay structure and by interconnecting stand-alone
options via cables. Since the I/O structure was fundamentally radial
(versus modern day bussed), it was easy to cable to free-standing
controllers and their options (e.g., magtape, displays, printer, cardg,

pmentetc.)
As previously mentioned, the PDP-1 was built after DEC had a complete line
of general purpose modules. The extra year before PDP-1 was constructed
permitted more low speed (500 Khz) modules (for 1/0 equipment) to be

designed using the same circuit techniques, but with less expensive, slower
transistors. Of the computers built with modules (versus modern third and
fourth generation computers), PDP-1 was built from only 34 module types
(including memory modules), and each module type was fully general purpose!
Only five module types were added for the,memory circuitry. The module
types and their characteristics include:

( analog )
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- Inverters, gates and 7 5decoders

- Pulse amplifiers and 4 2
delay lines

. Special drivers and 4 Ba

(S Mh3 cluck) 900 Khs clock)

. Flip-flop configurations 2 3 inte

signal conditioning
. Core memory circuits 5

22 12

Although it was unstated as such, a major design theme for the PDP-1 was
easy interfacing and the ability to handle a variety of I/0 devices. These
goals were incorporated in a physical structure that permitted various I/0devices to be easily interfaced to the computer. One of the first user
manuals was the Input-Output Systems Manual written by this author which
described the methods now standard to minicomputer and microcomputerinterface design. These methods included:
1. Program controlled transfers.
2. Program controlled transfers with sequence break (now called

interrupt).
3. Multiple channel interrupt programmed control.

4. High speed channel data transmission (now called direct memory access).

The optional 16-channel sequence break (interrupt) system, based on the
Lincoln Laboratory TX-2, provided the PDP-1 with a unique capability. The
sequence break system permitted a program to handle much of the processing
associated with 1/0 devices instead of using special hardwired control.
Each time an 1/0 device had information to be transferred to memory, it
caused an interrupt to the processor for handling. The PDP-1 sequence
break was a real alternative to the large computers which evolved extensive
I/O processors (e.g., the IBM 7090 channels). In fact, the PDP-1 was less
expensive than a single IBM "channel". When I/O character transmission
rates (e.g., magnetic tape, drums) exceeded that which could be handled by
a program, the information was transmitted directly to the PDP-1's memory
in blocks under the device's control. Inter-block control was then managed
using the interrupt. This basic scheme has remained even in today's DEC
computers.
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@ Figure Gag shows a block diagram of Type 51 Magnetic Tape Control Unit
that operated under program control. This controller used a minimum of
hardware but required 100% of the processor's time to read or write data.
Note that various signals were connected directly into the program flags so
that the program could operate as fast as possible. Also, note there were
no word buffers in the controller; rather, characters were assembled in the
processor's 1/0 Register. While we would not build such a controller today
(requiring 100% of a $120,000 computer's attention), this structure is
identical to modern day microprocessor-based controller

The PDP-1 nstruction-Set Processor
through all stages

( Note
genera no

There is no record of the goals, constraints and the objective function to
measure PDP-1 design. However, it is clear that the PDP-1 ISP was a
reaction to the TX-0. Rather than being program compatible, PDP-1 was
really oriented to being producible and useable by a variety of programmers
having more instructions than a prototype like TX-0 and having a simpler
I/O structure for ease of interfacing. It is unclear that making PDP-1
compatible to TX-0 was ever considered. As it turned out, TX-0 was
continuously extended; hence compatibility would have been a dubious goal.

Figur REG. Nis a diagram of the PDP-1 (taken from the original
the registers were named after those of the TX-0, and only the TX-0's live
register was renamed to be the input-output register in the PDP-1. The I/0
register is in reality a multiplier-quotient register as well, and used as

programm ng manual) showing its registers and functional units. Most of

an accumulator extension. An index register was apparently not considered
probably because of the increased cost.
Since the memory cost strongly determined the machine's price, a 4 Kword
base was selected for the PDP-1. The instruction format was selected to
be: 12 bits for addressing the 4 Kword memory; 1 bit for indirect
addressing; and leaving 5 bits to select 32 possible instructions. Since
the machine was oriented to control and because it was low cost, only word,
integer and Boolean vector (logical) data types were included in the basic
design. This only required seven data operators (+, -, xX, / , and, or,
exclusive or) for the one accumulator structure plus control instructions.

Altogetner, only 24 instructions were assigned in the initial design, and
28 instructions were eventually used in production machines. The ISP of
PDP-1 is given in Table and for comparative purposes the PDP-4
ISP is given side by side. 4
Role of PDP-1 in Timesharing

A number of computer scientists at M.I.T. and BBN believed that it was

necessary to provide interactive access to computers (as opposed to batch).
Furthermore, the only way to make this economically viable was to
simultaneously share the computer among the users. Two early experiments
(with which we were familiar) were carried out to demonstrate the
feasibility: the IBM 7090 at M.1.T. which was later turned into the

@ Compatible Time Sharing Systen, CTSS; and the shared PDP-1 at BBN. We made

modifications to BBN's PDP-1 so that users sharing the machine could not
issue I/0 instructions that would interfere with the operation of the I/0
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equipment assigned to another user and we protected users from accessing
each others' programs residing in primary memory. Since the PDP-1 mainly
operated in 4 Kword memory segments, a program swapping drum memory was
built that permitted programs in core to be exchanged with those on the
drum in only one drum revolution (33 milliseconds). These modifications
formed the PDP-1/D which used the multiport memory we had designed for the
PDP-6. Timeshared computers were built and operated at BBN, Stanford and
M.I.T. This effort contributed to later timesharing by the PDP-6 computer.



PDP-1. These are shown in the Fig. 5 in a fashion that corresponds to the

physical structure. Note that cables connect in a radial fashion to the

various options, as opposed to being interconnected in a bussed fashion as

computers are now. (The reader should note that design is reverting back

to radial configuration in the early fourth generation because of the

decreased cost of logic, the high interconnect cost, and need to bound the

system.)

A side view of the cabinet in Fig. 6, shows the space for interconnecting

to other options. Note that expansion was accommodated by adding bays to

the four-bay structure and by interconnecting stand-alone options via

cables. Since the I/O structure was fundamentally radial (versus modern

day bussed), it was easy to cable to free-standing controllers and their

options (e.g., magtape, displays, printer, card equipment, etc.).

As previously mentioned, the PDP-1 was built after DEC had a complete line

of general purpose modules. The extra year before PDP-1 was constructed

permitted more low speed (500 Khz) modules (for 1/0 equipment) to be

designed using the same circuit techniques, but with less expensive, slower

transistors. Of the computers built with modules (versus modern third and

fourth generation computers), PDP-1 was built from only 34 module types

(including memory modules), and each module type was fully general purpose!

Only five module types were added for the (analog) memory circuitry. The

module types and their characteristics include:
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Circuit Type (5 Mhz clock) (500 Khz clock)

. Inverters, gates and

decoders

- Pulse amplifiers and

delay lines

. Flip-flop configurations

. Special drivers and

signal conditioning

High Speed

Page 9
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Low Speed

7 5

4 2

2

34

Core memory circuits 5

22 12
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Because ofbusiness-computers of the seeendgenenation. its short word length and highthe PDP-1 wesspeed were and tere particularly suited to the laboratory and
Scientific control applications that were to emerge later in the second
generation. Even the small, lower cost scientific computers from Bendix
(the G-15) and Librascope (LGP-30) had long word lengths but were slow
because they were serial, using drum for primary memory. They were of
limited utility in computation, control and laboratory applications due to
their slow speed. The fact that the PDP-1 was unorthodox by being high
speed (5 microsecond memory cycle), while having only an 18-bit word with
no built in floating point arithmetic created a market credibility problem.
For comparison, the IBM 709 had a 12 microsecond cycle, and its successor,
the 7090, had a 2.12 microsecond cycle. It was also difficult to market
the PDP-1 because potential buyers really doubted whether a company with
only 100 employees and less than a million dollars in sales would be a
reliable computer supplier.

The first few PDP-1s were sold by and large as planned, that is for

applications in scientific computation and real time control. Users

interacted with the PDP-1 directly via its typewriter, CRT and console.

Customers included Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (for high speed support

processing ala the IBM 1401 but with graphics I/0 that was compatible with

most large scale computers); Bolt ) Beranek and Newnan (for psycho-acoustics
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and general computer science research); the Atomic Energy of Canada,

Limited (for pulse height analysis and van de Graaf generator experiment

control). The most important sale (in terms of DEC's future) was to ITT

for a message switching systen.

Nearly half of the "1s" were sold to ITT as their ADX 7300 for this message

switching application. This application was, in essence, the automation of
a torn tape switching center and included interfaces for up to 256 teletype
lines. These lines were switched under program control in a

Store-and~forward fashion on a character-by-character basis using the

interrupt facility of the PDP-1. The PDP-1 was uniquely suited for this

application because of its high speed and high performance sequence break

(interrupt) system which permitted low cost line units (telegraph line

interface) .

Aside from the training of having to produce computers that could run

unattended and without service on a high reliability basis, the most

important result of the ITT order was that it allowed DEC to build a number

of identical machines without special engineering. The first few machines

ordered by other customers were nearly all unique, requiring we to build

options that were only sold a few times. In addition to the nearly

one-of-a-kind options, many of the machines had special interfaces that

were peculiar to the applications.

an
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It should be noted that because the hardware for the "1" was relatively
inexpensive, we had a good supply of basic modules for building special

I+
pec

interfaces,, and it was not difficult to interface { building specialized
hardware was relatively easy compared to modern day hardware design. If an

engineer made errors in estimating the time required to design and test she an

option, the project would still be financially successful because the cost

Also, design errorsof materials was low enough to allow for such errors.

were easier to wire around compared to modern day, expensive printed

circuit boards with hard-to-change Bread-only® memories. Finally, the

special interfaces and controllers for PDP-1 were quite simple compared to

modern designs.
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Although Digital was formed in 1957 with the explicit goal to build

computers, the PDP-1 was not demonstrated until the winter of 1959. The

principal backer of DEC, American Research and Development (ARD), was

initially skeptical whether a computer company could succeed, but was

enthusiastic about the possibilities for digital logic modules for

laboratory and system use. Hence, the plan to build computers was

conditional on the success of the modules. After one year of operation,
DEC had met its profit and sales goals and was permitted to move on to

computers. However, Ken Olsen felt that another year's wait would be

worthwhile in order to gain additional business experience and to have a

larger business base. Ben Gurley came to DEC in the summer of 1959 to

design and build the PDP-1.
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M.I.T.-(WHIRLWIND & MEMORY TEST COMPUTER) & LINCOLN LABORATORY (TX-0) ANCESTRY

Snsev+ FTnsev+
R The Lincoln Laboratory experimental, transistorized computer, TX-0, was one

of the earliest computers to use transistors. TX-0 in turn was related to

MIT's
Whirlwind,

a computer which was operational in 1950. / Whirlwind had a
5)

{* can
16-bit word length be regarded as the forerunner the modern

of

minicomputer. This ancestry is uniquely Whirlwind's because it operated

much faster (random access to the Williams storage tube; later the core

memory versus having a drum primary memory) and--uniquely--had a short word

length (16-bits) as compared to the 32- to 40-bit word length for

scientific machines of the von Neumann era. The core memory was developed

at M.I.T. The first
core memory was exercised under control of a special computer, Memory Test

Computer (MIC). Ken Olsen headed the team for the design and construction
time losecanes Me woreof MTC

Qe to

TX-0 was designed to test transistor circuitry, to verify that a 256 by 256
(Mit , 1956)

(65 Kword) core memory could be built/, and as a prelude to building the
36-bif wend SAGE

large scale, TX-2 computer.» This work was part of the air defense project
A

x-Othat Lincoln ran. Jt featured a 6 microsecond cycle time and resembled

A Whirlwind because of the large (12 inch) cathode ray tube and light pen

typewrtter;-and two toggle switch registers that the program could access

tee (Po
ward hugh spsed

console. TX-0 also had paper tape I/O with a lFriden Flexowriter
both panch alo hack

fthe first 16 memory words were also toggle switches for variables and/or

program}.

Whirlwind was dismantled in 1959 and moved to Wolf andwhere it was reassembled and Operated until the 1970s

module

Part of the Digital Museum Project although the first core memory
Parts have been Biven to the Smithsonian and other museums

and other
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Because of the experimental nature of TX-0, it was extremely simple, having
only two registers which could be accessed by the program: the

Tne later
acoumul atorgfand the live register, was used for controlling and

buffering transfers to various I/O equipment. Later, at MIT, TX-0 was

extended to have an index register, but the initial version had only four

instructions encoded in 2 bits, with 16 bits to access memory. Three

instructions accessed memory: "store in location"; "add from location",
and "transfer if accumulator is negative to location". The fourth

instruction, "operate", was for programmed controlled I/O transfers, and it
also included commands that could be combined to give a large number of

instructions. The encoding of the operate instruction was called

microprogramming because bits in the instruction specified particular
register transfer operations (e.g., "clear the right half of the

accumulator", "cycle the accumulator right one position", "start the paper

tape reader") which could occur at one of six possible times during the

execution of the instruction. By encoding the bits, a number of useful

instructions could be formed (e.g., with one instruction, a point could be

displayed on the screen, and a new pseudo-random point generated).

As the TX-0 tests were concluded, the TX-0 was transferred from Lincoln

Laboratory to M.I.T. (1958) for laboratory experiment control and for

teaching. The memory size was reduced from 65 Kwords to 4 Kwords and

eventually added back to 8 Kwords. It remained in service at M.I.T. until

1975; it was eventually purchased by DEC for«tisplay in the Digital

Distributed Museum Project.
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The PDP-1 Instruction-Set Processor

There is no record of the goals, constraints and the objective function to

measure PDP-1 design. However, it is clear that the PDP-1 ISP was a

reaction to the TX-0. Rather than being program compatible, PDP-1 was

really oriented to being producible and useable by a variety of programmerse

I/O structure for ease of interfacing. It is unclear that making PDP-1

compatible to TX-0 was ever considered. As it turned out, TX-0 was

continuously extended; hence compatibility would have been a dubious goal.

Figure 8 is a diagram of the PDP-1 (taken from the original programming

manual) showing its registers and functional units. Most of the registers

were named after those of the TX-0, and only the TX-O's live register was

renamed to be the input-output register in the PDP-1. The I/O register is

in reality a multiplier-quotient register as well, and used as an

accumulator extension. An index register was apparently not considered

probably because of the increased cost.

Since the memory cost strongly determined the machine's price, a 4 Kword

base was selected for the PDP-1. The instruction format was selected to

be: 12 bits for addressing the 4 Kword memory; 1 bit for indirect

addressing; and leaving 5 bits to select 32 possible instructions. Since

the machine was oriented to control and because it was low cost, only word,

integer and Boolean vector (logical) data types were included in the basic

design. This only required seven data operators (+, -, X, / , and, or,

exclusive or) for the one accumulator structure plus control instructions.

To end, it

heal
having more instructions $han a prototypelike Tx-0- and having a simpler



The first description of the PDP-1 order code by Harlan Anderson, DEC's

Vice President, appeared in a company memoranda, M-1060, dated October 27,

1959. Although a few instructions were later added to improve subroutine

calling, that two page memo assigned the order codes and their names.

Altogether, only 24 instructions were assigned in the initial design, and

The ISP of28 instructions were eventually used in production machines.

PDP-1 is given in Table 1 and for comparative purposes the PDP-4 ISP is
given side by side.
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Although it was unstated as such, a major design theme for the PDP-1 was

easy interfacing and the ability to handle a variety of 1/0 devices. These

goals were incorporated in a physical structure that permitted various 1/0

devices to be easily interfaced to the computer. One of the first user

manuals was the Input-Output Systems Manual written by this author which

described the methods now standard to minicomputer and microcomputer

interface design. These methods included:

1. Program controlled transfers.

2. Program controlled transfers with sequence break (now called

interrupt).

3. Multiple channel interrupt programmed control.

4, High speed channel data transmission (now called direct memory access).

The optional 16-channel sequence break (interrupt) system, based on the

Lincoln Laboratory TX-2, provided the PDP-1 with a unique capability. The

sequence break system permitted a program to handle much of the processing

associated with I/0 devices instead of using special hardwired control.

Each time an I/O device had information to be transferred to memory, it
caused an interrupt to the processor for handling. The PDP-1 sequence

break was a real alternative to the large computers which evolved extensive

I/O processors (e.g., the IBM 7090 channels). In fact, the PDP-1 was less

expensive than a single IBM "channel". When I/O character transmission

rates (e.g., magnetic tape, drums) exceeded that which could be handled by

a program, the information was transmitted directly to the PDP-1's memory

in blocks under the device's control. Inter-block control was then managed

using the interrupt. This basic scheme has remained even in today's DEC

computers.
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Figure 7 shows a block diagram of Type 51 Magnetic Tape Control Unit that

operated under program control. This controller used a minimum of hardware

but required 100% of the processor's time to read or write data. Note that

various signals were connected directly into the program flags so that the

program could operate as fast as possible. Also, note there were no word

buffers in the controller; rather, characters were assembled in the

processor's I/O Register. While wo would not hyild sich today whith
woulat not be ned

(eeguiring 10 of $120,000 computer's attentio {this structure is
4 Fostnore

identical to modern day microprocessor-based controllers. Each

computer generation goes exactly through all stages of evolution of

predecessor generations.}
oF book where +his akey

partionto pavt
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The PDP-1 engineering prototype (1/A) was first shown (see Fig. 1) in

Boston at the Eastern Joint Computer Conference, December 1959. Note how

the CRT was integrated into the console (Fig. 2). This was subsequently

dropped for cost reasons, never to return to the DEC main line of

computers, except briefly with the LINC and PDP-12. The consulting

company, Bolt, Beranek, and Newnan (BBN), purchased the first production

machine (Fig. 3) (1/B) for delivery in November 1960. A third machine was

constructed for internal use. After building the first two production

Machines, it was clear that modifications were needed for improved

producibility, cost and reliability. The separate console required many

cables, and the unreliable connectors between the console and computer

meant the two parts could not communicate. The final, more producible

design, called the 1/C, used DEC-produced cabinets, with the

operator/maintenance console integrated into the cabinets (Fig. 4). This

design had improved air flow using the cabinet as an air plenum with air
entering from the base of the cabinet. The cabinet and module mounting

scheme was used directly on PDP-4 and -5. The cabinet has remained

relatively unchanged. Even today the same basic design houses the smaller

metal boxed minicomputers and options for all computers.

The PDP 1/C version formed the basis of the machines that were mass

produced. It used four cabinets instead of the three in the earlier
version, and it preassigned space for the various options: multiply-divide,
sequence break (the name given the 16-channel interrupt mechanism), memory

extension control, and the high speed channel (what we now call the direct
memory access capability). Numerous options were initially offered for
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THE PDP-1 AND OTHER 18-BIT COMPUTERS 12/6/77

PDP-1

In contrast to the large-scale scientific and business computers of the second

generation, the PDP-1 had a much shorter word (18-bits) and a simpler

instruction set (28 instructions in all). The first machine was demonstrated

in late 1959. DEC's 5 MHZ 1000 series system modules were used in the

implementation. Memory capacity was 4 Kwords, later expanded to 64 Kwords.

The I/O structure included a sequence break option (the name given the

16-channel interrupt mechanism) and a high-speed channel (now called DMD

direc témenorydaccess) . The processor and memory occupied four cabinets.
3

Although Digital was formed in 1957 with the explicit goal to build computers,

the PDP-1 was not demonstrated until the winter of 1959. The principal backer

of DEC, American Research and Development (ARD), was initially skeptical as tv
be Success hard

whether a computer company could /eveceed, but was enthusiastic about the

possibilities for digital"logic modules for laboratory and system use. Hennr\, Thus

the plan to build computers was conditional on the success of the modules.

After one year of operation, DEC had met its profit and sales goals and was

permitted to move on to computers. However, Ken Olsen felt that another

year's wait would be worthwhile in-erderte-gain additional business

experience and to--have a larger business base. Ben Gurley came to DEC in the

summer of 1959 to design and build the PDP-1.

1
Principe l anther: w Get
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@ M.I.T. (Whirlwind & Memory Test Computer) & Lincoln Laboratory (TX-0) Ancestry

For the PDP-1, by far the most influential machines were those constructed at
1

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratories, many DEC engineers® were
Syskm

alumni. Moreover, the DEC modules were directly patterned after the circuits
of the TX-0 and the TX-2 computers (Chapter 2).

The Lincoln Laboratory experimental zat eemputer, TX-0, was one of

the earliest computers to use transistors. TX-0 in turn was related to MIT's

Whirlwind (Everett, 195tr)» a computer which was operational in 19508. Since

Whirlwind had a 16-bit word length, it can be regarded as the forerunner of

Red monk aud Smith, 1977 )

the modern minicamputer. This ancestry is yniquely Whirlwind's because it
a ins teak

operated much faster: illiams storage tube4, later) the ~
toy 1+ used a vandom~-access

core vorsug, hav ing a drum jprimary yJ ani uniquoly had a

was ani

{word length (1 6-bits)
the-von Neunann-era, The core memory was developed at

M.I.T. (Forrester, 1951). The first core memory was ercised under control
fov just

of a special computer, {
Memory Test Canputer (MTC). WMIC operated enty a short

time because the core memory worked as planned; henne, the memory was;moved to

Ken Olsen headed the team for the design andWhirlwind. of MTC. >

TX-O was designed to test transistor circuitry, to verify that a 256 by 256

(65 Kword) core memory could be built (Mitchell and Olsen, 1956), and as a

prelude to building the large seale, 36-bit word, TX-2 computer. This work

was part of the SAGE air defense project that Lincoln_ran. The initialrun b4 Lot.

computer was called the TX-1, a32-Qonebat computer patterned after the 32-bit

wind was dismantled in 1959 and moved to Wolf Research and Development

of the Digital Museum Project, although the first core memory module and other

parts have been given to the Smithsonian and other museums.

where it was reassembled and operated until the 1970s. Whirlwind is now part

gen Olsen, Harlan Anderson, Stan Olsen, Dick Best and Ben Gurley.
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6

SAGE AN/FSQ7 IBM €and M.I.T.§ had-designed-andbuilt-as-part-efthe-SAGE.__
based on vacuum tube'ystem. The large core memory work

drives,
4pnd

the-nemory-design proceeded independenthof the computer,
bine by William Papin 2 gud Dik test ( Best, 1457)

-work-wtthk . /appearance of Philco's surface-barrier transistor

significantly simplified transistor circuit design, Nevertheless it was felt
that a computer)was needed in order to test the transistor circuitry his wae

the-TX=0---

ThE 4 Tx-9
6 microseconddcycle ime/ and resembled Whirlwind because of

the large (12 inch) cathode ray tube and light pen console. TX-0 used paper

tape I/0 with a high speed (300 char/sec.) Ferranti paper tape reader and a

Friden Flexowriter used both as a typewriter and paper tape punch.
+o

memory words were also toggle switches for variables and/or
The Tuo tog qle Sus + tow regi ghey

a the 1bwere Accessible to

Because of the experimental nature of TX-0g it was extremely simple, having
pase proqeam-accessible

Onty-two/ registers'
the accumulator

and the live register. The latter was used for controlling and buffering

transfers to various I/0 equipment. Later, at MIT, TX-0 was extended to have

an index register, but the initial version had only four instructions encoded

in 2 bits, with 16 bits to access memory. Three instructions accessed memory:

"store in location"; "add from location", and "transfer if accumulator is

negative to location". The fourth instruction, "operate", was for programmed

controlled I/O transfers, and it also included commands that could be combined

which could be-aceessed-by the program

to give a large number of instructions. The encoding of the operate

instruction was called microprogramming because bits in the instruction
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of the accumulator", "cycle the accumulator right one position", "start the
@ specified particular register transfer operations §e.g., "clear the right half

paper tape reader"? whieh could occur at one of six possible times during the

execution of the instruction. By encoding the bits, a number of useful

instructions could be formed fe.g., with one instruction, a point could be

displayed on the screen, and a new pseudo-randam point generated?.

ass,
As the TX) wereeoneluded the TX-0 was transferred from Lincoln

Laboratory to M.I.T.\(1958) for laboratory experiment control and for

teaching. The memory size was reduced from 65 Kwords to 4 Kwords and

eventually added-back to 8 Kwords. It remained in service at M.I.T. until

1975, it was ccntually purcha d by DEC for display in the Digital
Distributed Museum Project.

22000X-2Following the complexion of TX-0, work began on the
to 2 3600 in 4°

transistors TX-2 development is described in

(Clark, 1957) A principle design goal was an I/O organization more efficient

than existing machines. The designers rejected a separate I/O processor and

instead chose a minimum buffering scheme with direct transfer to memory.

Additional program sequences (and associated program counters) were provided

for these I/0 transfers. Thus the inherent processing facilities of the CPU

were used to effect I/O transfers. The PDP-1 sequence preak is directly

patterned after the TX-2 I/O system (Forgie, 1957). Much internal parallelism

existed in the CPU. Separate adders for indexing, PC incrementing, and

instruction execution were provided. The 36-bit arithmetic uit could be

y?

reconfigured for 9-bit, 18-bit, and 36-bit arithmetic (Frankovich and
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@ Peterson, 1957).

By 1959, the year in which the PDP-1 was designed, most of the important ideas

of logical organization (covering addressing and address modification,

sequencing and control, arithmetic, and i/o control) had been invented.! A

review of the state of the art of logical organization pertaining at the time

is given in (Beckman et al. 1961).

The most widely used random-access memories were based on ferrite cores; a

survey of the statefofythefart is given in (Rajchman, 1961).

The PDP-1 Instruction-Set Processor

@ There is no record of the goals, constraints and objective function to
whe

measure,
PDP-1 design. However, it is clear that the PDP-1 ISP was a reaction

to the TX-0. Rather than being program compatible, PDP-1 was really oriented

to being producible and useable by a variety of programmers. To this end, it
had more instructions and had a simpler I/0 structure for ease of interfacing.

It is unclear that making PDP-1 compatible to TX-0 was ever considered. As

it turned out, TX-0 was continuously extended; hence compatibility would have

been a dubious goal.

Figure 8 is a diagram of the PDP-1 (taken from the original programming

manual) showing its registers and functional units. Most of the registers

were named after those of the TX-0% and only the TX-0's live register was

renamed to be the input-output register in the PDP-1. The I/O register Fem

lpy contrast, the major advances in realization were yet to come. Machines
were just in the second technology generation--the integrated circuit gave
rise to the third generation. Today, we are in the fourth generation, that of
large-scale integration.
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neatity-a multiplier-quotient register, used as an accumulator

of the increased cost} OS

ex tension/. An index because
:

of
Since the memory-cost/ strongly determined the machine's price, a 4 Kword base

an
was selected for the PDP-1. The instruction format was selected tebe 12

bits for addressing the 4 Kword memory; 1 bit for indirect addressing; and We

leaving 5 bits te select&*32 possible instructions. Since the
Wan &

oriented to control /and because it was low cos word, integer and

cv ofnett1 tee veetor (logical),
seven data operators (+, -, x, / , and, or, exclusive or) for the

one accumulator structure pius(control instructions
and Lome

@ The first description of the PDP-1 order code by Harlan Anderson, DEC's Vice

President, appeared in a company memoranda, M-1060, dated October 27, 1959.

Although a few instructions were later added to improve subroutine calling,

that two page memo assigned the order codes and their names.

Altogether, only 24 instructions were assigned in the initial design, and 28

instructions were eventually used in production machines. The ISP of PDP-1 is

given in Table 1 and for comparative purposes the PDP-4 ISP is given side by

side.

T/O Structure

Although it was unstated as such, a major design theme for the PDP-1 was easy

@ 1B contrast, the major advances in realization were yet to come. Machines
were just in the second technology generation--the integrated circuit gave
rise to the third generation. Today, we are in the fourth generation, that of
large-scale integration.
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@ interfacing and the ability to handle a variety of I/O devices. These goals
were incorporated in a physical structure that permitted various I/0 devices

to be easily interfaced to the computer. One of the first user manuals was

the Input-Output Systems Manual weitten-bythis~author which described the

methods/now
standard te minicomputer and microcomputer interface design.

9

These methods included:

1. ros controlled transfers

ing aw tet terre r moe charam
2. Program controlled transfers with hreak (naw called interrupt)

x :

3. Maltiple channel interrupt programmed control J

DHA fue
4, Wie h speed channel data transmission (now called, direct memory access).

4

The optional 16-channel sequence break (interrupt) systen,-based-on

provided the PDP-1 with a unique capability. The
(re. Pe Oa,r ats )

sequence break system permitted a program to handle much of the processing

associated with I/0 devices instead of using special hardwired control. Each

time an I/0 device had information to be transferred to memory, it caused an

interrupt to the processor for handling. The PDP-1 sequence break was a peat

alternative to the large computers which evolved jextensive I/O processors
usar'

fe.g., the IBM 7090 channels}. In faet, the PDP-1 was less expensive than a
for

single IBM When I/O character transmission rates fe 6. » magnetic

tape, druns,
exceeded shat which could be handled by # program, thewhy tates

information was transmitted directly to the PDP-1's memory in blocks under the

re yet to come. Machyne
tion--Ahe integrAted ei

in the fo h genefation, at of
By gontrast, fhe major advances inr

just in fhe second tethnology& era
to theAhird generagion. Today, we are

ization1

we
r se
arge-scalé integratio
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device's control. Inter-block control was then managed using the interrupt.
This basic scheme hao remoincd even in today's DEC computers

1S

Ha See pro vO

are + f
Figure 7 shows a block diagram of Type 51 Magnetic Tape Control Unit that

operated under program control. This controller used a minimum of hardware

but
k requireg 100% of the processor's time to read or write data. Nete-that For high

h
various signals were connected directly into the program flags,se that the

as-possible, Also, note there were no word

buffers in the controller; rather, characters were assembled in the

processor's I/O Register. While such a controller, which requires 100% of a

$120,000 camputer's attention, would not be designed today, this structure is
identical to modern day microprocessor-based controllers.1

Physical Structure/Implementation

The PDP-1 engineering prototype (1/A) was first shown (see Fig. 1) in Boston pvP

integrated into the console (Fig. 2). This was subsequently dropped for' cost
at the Eastern Joint Computer Conference, December 1959. Note how the CRT was 4

w & 0P-bs,and
yreasons never to return the DEC main line of camputers, except

with the LINC and PDP-12. The consulting company, Bolt, Beranek, and Newnan
CRT.

(BBN), purchased the first production machine (Fig. 3) (1/B) for delivery in

November 1960. A third machine was constructed for internal use. After

building the first two production machines, it was clear that modifications

were needed for improved producibility, cost and reliability. The separate

console required many cables, and the mre] connectors between the

@ ' Each computer generation goes exactly through all stages of evolution of
predecessor generations.
etabordteéd].

(su chee payer 00)
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console and computer meant-the-twe-parts-coutt net-commmmicate. The final,
more producible design, called the 1/C, used DEC-produced cabinets, with the

operator/maintenance console integrated into the cabinets (Fig. 4). This

design iad improved air flow)using the cabinet as an air pl enum with air
entering from the base of the cabinet. The cabinet and module mounting scheme

was used directly on PDP-4 and -5. The cabinet has remained relatively

The PDP 1/C version formed the basis of the machines that were mass produced.

It used four cabinets instead of the three in the earlier version; andi wed

preassigned space for the various options: multiply-divide, sequence break

(the name given the 16-channel interrupt mechanism) , memory extension control,

and the high speed channel (what we now call the direct memory access

unchanged. the same basic design houses the smaller metal boxed

minicomputers and options for all camputers bh, Leder fon th«~
Co

capability). Numerous options were initially offered for PDP-1. These are

shown in the Fig. 5, in-a-fashion-thet-eorresponds_to_the-physicatstructure,
A - interconnect Ssthoawe 4

thre
3

nunca *

scheme troy
ODDO a

new
(The reader should note that design is reverting back to radial configuration

in the early fourth generation because of the decreased cost of logic, the

high interconnect cost, and need to bound the systen.)

A side view of the cabinet in Fig. 6, shows the space for interconnecting to

other options. pansion was accommodated by adding bays to the

four-bay structure and by interconnecting stand-alone options via cables.

Since the I/0 structure was fundamentally radial bussed),

Each er goes exac
pre ces or erations. [Rig to of ishe
elaborate
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@ it was easy to cable to free-standing controllers and their options (e.g.,
magtape, displays, printer, card equipment, etc.).

arter DEC had a complete

___general purpose modules. The extra year/before PDP-1 was constructed

permitted more low speed (500 Khz) modules (for I/0 equipment) to be designed

using the same circuit techniques, but with less expensive, slower

transistors. mo

~ fourtir Generation computers}; PDP-1 was built from only 34 module types

(including memory modules), and each module type was fully general purpose!

Only five module types were added for the (analog) memory circuitry. The

module types and their characteristics include:
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. Inverters, gates and 7 5

decoders

High Speed Low Speed

Circuit Type (5 Mhz clock) (500 Khz clock)

- Pulse amplifiers and 4 2

delay lines

. Flip-flop configurations 2

. Special drivers and y 3

signal conditioning

- Core memory circuits 5

22 12

Market Exnerience with the PDP-1

Because of its short word length and high speed, the PDP-1 was particularly

suited to the laboratory and scientific control applications that were to

emerge later in the second generation. yen Fhe small, lower cost scientific

camputers from Bendix (the G-15) and Librascope (LGP-30) had long word lengths
a

but were slow because they were serial , using drun for primary memory. 'rey
were-of limited futility in computation, control and laboratory applications,
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their slow speed. The fact that the PDP-1 was amerthedoy by being high

erd with nospeed

built-in floating point arithmet c reated a market credibility problem. For

comparison, the IBM 709 had a 12 microsecond cycle, and its successor, the

7090, had a 2.12 microsecond cycle. It was also difficult to market the PDP-1

because potential buyers really doubted whether a campany with only 100

employees and less than a million dollars in sales would be a reliable a.' une

canputer supplier.

The first few PDP-1s were sold by and large as planned, that is for

applications in scientific camputation and real time control. Users.

interacted with the PDP-1 directly via its typewriter, CRT and console.

Custamers included Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (for high speed support

processing ala the IBM 1401 but with graphics I/O that was compatible with

most large scale camputers); Bolt, Beranek and Newnan (for psycho-acoustics

and general computer science research); the Atomic Energy of Canada,

Limited (for pulse height analysis and van de Graaf generator exper iment

control). The most important sale (in terms of DEC's future) was to ITT

for a message switching system.

9
ADX 7300,

for this messageNearly half of the "hal were

switching application. This application was, in essence, the automation of

a torn tape switching center, to 256 teletype

lines} These lines were switched under program control in a

store-and-forward faghien on a character-by-character basis using the

interrupt facility of the PDP-1. The PDP-1 was uniquely suited for this
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application because of its high speed and high performance sequence break

which
€

permitted low cost line untts-ttelegraph lineGinterupt) sys
inter face}.

produce computers that could runAside from the teaining-ef (hav ing to

unattended and without service the most

important result of the ITT order was that it allowed DEC to build a number

of identical machines without special engineering. The first few machines

ordered by other customers were nearly all weique, requiring DEC to build

options that were only sold a few times. In addition

many of the machines had spetat interfaces that
UNA

were peeuttar to the applications.

@ It should be noted that because the hardware for the "1" was relatively
inexpensive, DEC had a good supply of basic modules for building special

interfaces. It was nat t to interface and building specialized

hardware was relatively easy canpared to modern day hardware design. If an

engineer made errors in estimating the time required to design and test an

option, the project would still be financially successful because the cost

of materials was low enough to allow for such errors. Also, design errors

awere-easier to modern day expensiveby printed

circuit boards with hard-to-change, read-only memories. Finally, the

special interfaces and controllers for PDP-1 were quite simple compared to

modern designs.

The Role of pf)p-1 in Timesharing
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A number of computer scientists at M.I.Tey BBN,

believed that it was necessary to provide interactive access to computers.

opposed tobatch). Furthermore, the only way to make this economically

Twoviable was to simultaneously share the computer among the users.

experiments were carried out to demonstrate its feasibility: the IBM 7090

system at M.I.T. ( Corbato 1962) which later became the Compatible

Time Sharing System, CTSS; and the shared PDP-1 at BBN (McCarthya1963)

trachey ? 1954
Batch multiprogramming was an important part of the design of the Stretch

canputer (Buchholtz, 1962) and the Atlas computer (Kilburn, 1962) It is
oriented towards hardware efficiency in the sense of trying to attain high

utilization of all canponents. Timesharing, on the other hand, is

ct of

concerned with the efficiency of persons trying to use a computer--the

efficiency of man-camputer interaction 'compete 1962).

A set of requirements were identified for a timesharing system. Unless a

workload is restricted to (a) programs that are specially designed to run

concurrently; and (b) programs which are error-free, one needs:

a. memory protection

b. program and data relocatability
ec. a supervisor program

d. a timed return to the supervisor

e. interpretive execution of i/o instructions
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The BBN Timesharing System on the PDP-1 began operation in September, 1962.

Five teletype users shared the upper 4 Kwords of memory; the lower 4K held

the supervisor program, called the "Channel 17 routine". The modifications

to the PDP-1 to effect timesharing were embodied in a "restricted mode" of

operation. They matched the above requirements list in the following way.

a. memory protection

A Sui tehing between the two 4K areas required the use of an i/o

instruction.

b. relocatability
Because only one user was resident at one time, this was not

needed.

c. a supervisor program

The Channel 17 clock routine fulfilled this function.

d. a clock interrupt

The Channel 17 clock generated an interrupt every 20 msecs.

e. i/o instructions

Whenever the PDP-1 was in restricted mode, an attempt to obey an

i/o instruction caused a Channel 16 sequence break.

The TYC Control Language

debugging aid wep adapted fram the DDT language devised for
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the TX-0 and TX-2 computers
4
wo a portant

The "restricted mode" modifications formed the PDP-1/D, which also used the

multiport memory designed for the PDP-6. Timeshared computers were built
and operated at BBN, Stanford and M.I.T. These efforts influenced later
timesharing by the PDP-6 computer (Chapter 22).

Licklider & Glark SJCC62 on the be

roblem solving, for

[CM: ead

intéraction during

references'to PDP-1

2. mention of this essential mi computer contribyfion.]
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able 1.

Basic PDP-1

Processor state

AC<0: 17> accumulator

I0<0: 17> io register
PC<6: 17> program counter

OV overflow

PF<1: 6> program flags
Run denotes operation

SB sequence break mode

mary memory

M[0:4095 ]<0: 17>

Console

TWS<0: 17>

SS<1: 6>

Instruction format

i<0: 17>

op<0:4>:=2<0: 4>

ib 2=<5>

y<6:17>:=1<6: 17>

4096 word memory

test word switches

sense switches

instruction

op code

indirect bit
address

The Instruction-Set Processors of PDP-1 and PDP-4

Basic PDP-4

AC<O: 17>

PC<5: 17>

L

Run

PI

M[0:8191]<0: 17>

ACS<0: 17>

i<0: 17>

op<0:3>:=1<0: 3>

ib : 2i<4>

y<5217>221<5: 17>

link bit, multi-prec.

program interrupt

8192 word memory

ac switches

instruction

op code

indirect bit
address

tructions



@ and 5tore

lace

lio

law

dae

dio

dzm

load accumulator lac

AC <- MLy]

load io register
Io <- M[y]

load accumulator with word law

AC <= op<5: 17>

deposit accumulator dac

MLy] <= AC

deposit io register
M[y] <- I0

deposit address part

M[yJ<6: 17> <- AC<6: 17>

deposit instruction part

MLy]<0: 5> <- AC<0: 5>

deposit zero in memory dzm

M[y] <- 0

load accumulator

AC <- MLy]

load (literal) word

AC <= op<5: 17>

deposit accumulator

M[y] <- AC

dap

deposit zero in memory

M[y] <- 0



Arithmetic and logical
one's complement add {oc} add one's complement add

OV@AC <- AC + {oc} MLy] L@AC <- AC + {oc} My]
tad two's complement add

L@AC <- L@AC + M[z]
sub one's complement subtract

OV@AC <- AC - {oc} My]
mus multiply step

AC@IO <- f(AC,10,M[y])
dis divide step

OV@AC@IO <- f(AC,10,M[y])
and logical and and logical and

AC <- AC AND M[y] AC <- AC AND M[y]

ior inclusive or

AC <= AC OR M[y]

xor exclusive or xor exclusive or

AC <- AC XOR M[y] AC <- AC XOR MLy]

Program Control

jmp jump jmp jump

PC <- y PC <- y

jsp jump and save program counter jms jump to subroutine

AC <- OV@(PC + 1); next PC<- y MLy] <- PC; next PC <- y + 1

jda jump and deposit accumulator

MLy]<- AC; next AC<-OV@(PC+1);

next PC<- y + 1

eal call subroutine eal call subroutine

@ M[100] <= OV@(PC + 1); next M[20] <- PC; next PC <- 21



PC <- 101

index

AC <= Mly] <- M[y] + {oc} 4

isp index iszand skip if positive index and skip if zero

AC <- M[y] <- M[y] + {oc} 1; next My] <- M[y] + 1; next

if Ac GEQ 0 => PC <- PC + 1 if M[y] EQL 0 => PC <- PC + 1

sad skip if accumulator & y differ sad skip if accumulator & y differ
if AC NEQ M[y] => PC <- PC + 1 if AC NEQ M[y] => PC <- PC + 1

sas skip if accumulator & y are

xet

I0 eontrol

esm; 1sm

th€ same

if AC EQL M[y] => PC <- PC + 1

execute instruction at y

instruction <- M[y]

in-out transfer

y selects device

enter; leave sequence breaks

SBS <- 1; SBS <- 0

xet

iot

ion;iof

execute

instruction <- M[y]

in-out transfer

y selects device and is
microcoded to clear AC and

generate control pulses

interrupt on; off
PI <- 1; PI <- 0



Rotate/shift

@ to nine shifts can be specified

per instruction. There are 12

instructions in all combinations of:

right or left; rotate or shift;
AC or I0 or combined AC and I0.

spa

SZO

szf

8Zs

Operate

cla

eli

skip on minus AC

if AC<O> EQL 1 => PC <- PC+1

skip on plus AC

if AC<O> EQL 0 => PC <- PC+1

skip on zero AC

if AC EQL 0 => PC <= PC+1

skip on plus io register
if IO EQL 0 => PC <- PC+1

skip on zero overflow

if OV EQL 0 => PC <- PC+1

skip on zero flags
if PF<s> EQL 0 => PC <- PC+1

skip on zero sense switch

if SS<s> EQL 0 => PC <- PC+1

clear accumulator

AC <- 0

clear io register
Io <- 0

Rotate instructions are encoded as

part of operate class

Operate (Micro-encoded instruction)
First sequential operation

Skip

sma skip on minus AC

if AC<O> EQL 1 => PC <- PC+1

spa skip on plus AC

if AC<O> EQL 0 => PC <- PC+1

sza skip on zero AC

if AC EQL 0 => PC <= PC+1

sna skip if non-zero AC

if AC NEQ 0 => PC <- PC+1

szl skip if zero link
if L EQL 0 => PC <- PC+1

snl skip if non-zero link
if L NEQ 0 => PC <= PC+1

skp skip always

PC <= PC +

sma

8Za

Second sequential operation

cla clear accumulator

AC <- 0

ell elear link

L <- 0

Third seauentia] operation



lat

elf

complement accumulator

AC <- NOT AC

load AC with switches

AC <- TWS

clear selected prog. flag
PF<s> <= 0

set selected prog. flag
PF<s> <- 1

halt

Run <- 0

eml

oas

rlérr

hlt

complement accumulator

AC <- NOT AC

complement link
L <- NOT L

inclusive or ac switches

AC <- AC OR ACS

rotate right or left, 1 or 2

L@AC <- L@AC rotate left or

cma

right, 1 or 2stf

halt

Run <~ 0



PDP-4 (Gordon Bell) 12/12/77

The PDP-4 was designed to extend DEC's line of computers by offering 5/8 of

demand for camputers was completely elastic. The first delivery of the

PDP. was made in the summer of 1962, about six months after the project

te cage
the performance of the PDP-1 at about 1/2 the price. «We believed that the

was startedyt

Figure 9 shows the basic computer with 4 or 8 Kwords of memory, Teletype 28
63,3 char/sec Take r yee,

KSR, and 300 char/sec. paper tape reader together with the optional paper

tape punch.

GOALS, CONSTRAINTS AND BASIC DESIGN DECISIONS

The primary goal of the PDP-4 was to have a mini(mal) to implement

computer, yet one that was extremely easy to program, to configure, and to

interconnect to real time and process control equipment. The

Instruction-Set Processor (ISP) was in some respects simpler than that of

the 12-bit PDP-5 because memory was directly addressable. The ISP is given

in Table 1 and can be compared with that of the PDP-1. It had only 16

basic instructions. The block diagram of the processors, memory and the

I/0 interface section of the computer is shown in Fig. 10.

The Small Machine Concept

The notion of a much smaller machine started in the fall of 1961 with a

discussion of process control applications with Foxboro Corporation and

Z
The PDP-4 was designed and implemented rapidly by Bell, Bill

Colburn, who was a technician at the time, and Don White, who designed
three additonal special modules L. :

500 Khe ! Hhy
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various customers. A machine, called the Beehee Digital Controller# pc-iz
>

was proposed; it was a 12-bit computer which would be oriented to

and laboratory€processing applications. It
incorporated ideas that Wesley Clark was doveloping whon he designed ane

processScontrol 2 3
>

won also
Fhe CDC

169.
In the true tradition of the minicomputer, it was the

Spring of 1963) for a PDP-4 process control front-end application. We had

of
GLaboratory Instrument Computer (LINC) at Lineoln Laboratory, 3

3
3

smallest machine could imagine The DC 12 became the PDP-5 (built in theJ

concurrently) architecture to reduce the cost of interfacing. The logic

design of the PDP-5 was carried out by Edson De Castro, an applications

engineer responsible for building the analog front end for a reactor

control computer system for the Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited at Chalk

River. The control camputer was a PDP-4, but an elaborate analog

monitoring system was needed for the front end. Hence, after visiting
Chalk River in the winter of 1962 we decided on the PDP-5 as the simplest

ae worked on a daisy chain I/O Bus (also for PDP-6, which was being done

and most reliable method to carry out the task. The PDP-5 ISP was

specified in detail by Alan Kotok.

The decision to switch from a 12-bit to an 18-bit design was taken very

decision. We probably should have'ev7lva4 the PDP-1 to a lower cost

design , Although it is difficult to remember the events surrounding the

lightly in December, 1962. In retrospect, ma have been poor
ua te

decision, I now (perhaps poorly) recollect a number of reasons, all

reactive to PDP-1 experience.

lemented
e, and Dona by Bel

who was a te ici an at the aPDP-4 was esigned and
Colbu who sign

additional spécial modules. et

Zy-s t werd anda C+
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@ 1. Simple machines with few instructions for a given number of data-types
perform nearly as well those with instructions. Much of my own

programming experience was using TX-0. I felt a significantly simpler

18-bit machine could be built than the PDP-1. This turned out to be true

as the PDP-4 processor was implemented in less than 1/2 the space of the

PDP-1, although it's unclear whether the size reduction was due to a

Simpler architecture, a much better logical design implementation or

increased logic packing density.

2. I could build a better machine the second time around (actually 3rd or 4th

if one counted MIT's Whirlwind and TX-0 computers). This belief was

coupled with some new ideas about architecture.

a. I had conceived the idea of auto-incrementing memory registers. This

allowed vectors to be accessed easily instead of using index registers

(which were more expensive to implement), and performed about as well.

b. The PDP-1 used one's complement arithmetic and thie was especially

poor for deing fast multiple precision, and floating point arithmeticope

which our users needed.

ce. Two control instructions were changed so that they did not @ffect the

the arithmetic instructions. The jump toAC

subroutine stored the return,in the program/(a convention that would

not be used today) and the index and skip instruction only operated on

memory
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PDP-

sense-tights}. Fre wired-in program

d. There were sverat features of-the PDP-1 that cost logic without

~adding-mueh to per formance2Re.g., program flags and sense switches,
There wire AN Urns

(read-in mode) to control the autamatic reading of paper tape war a19%

7 ,;\the goal was to build a modular design

such that the optional equipment cost was associated with the option
A

instead of being wired-in to all machines,

e. The PDP-1 used a 4 Kword memory before memor ank switching; but much

became of the useful system software required 8 Kwords of memory. I felt
(erroneously) that maling a machine thet would dirently annesa B

Kwords
of(memory

would be ideal. (Little did I understand that

programs expand to fill nearly any physical memory size--another

ssible corollary of Parkinson's Law.) However it did turn out that

most PDP-4's s ed within the 8 Kword constraint although the machine

wold. operate with \up to 32 Kword of memory.

3. ge

$ 4. I wanted to use the Teletype Model 28 instead of a modified IBM Model B
2051

typewriter on PDP-1 to get better system MIBF and easy servicing.

wean noe
ry, The logical design of the PDP-1 though quite straightforward was-net-very

tight. It had redundant terms and the instructions weren't encoded to

simplify the implementation. I felt that starting over, with a new ISP,

was the only way to get a significantly smaller machine.
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The
bB. peripherals and memories for the PDP-1 and thes could be used

aj computer. This pusked-usto-immediately to assist the implementation of
an 18-bit (versus 12-bit) design.

ag) 2
Software

Another important cénsideration in the design was FORTRAN and scientific
computation. /This/in turn influenced us to quiekly design the Extended

Arithmetic Element, ju first users were adamant that they would write

process control applications in a higher level language. We briefly
considered ALGOL 60, but quickly decided to provide a FORTRAN II for the

PDP-4. It turned out that a few users did uae FORTRAN, but most early users

Stayed with assembly language programming.

Intended Market

We had a fairly clear idea of whom the machine would serve. The PDP-4 was to

be used predaninately for process control, with same use in the laboratory for

activities such as pulse height anlysis and data gathering, in much the same

way as We were talking with

Foxboro about applications at Nabisco for baking control (with manual

override) and to Corning about the control of a glass tube manufacturing

process. We installed machines at both companies. Since Foxboro had been

using a 24-bit RCA control canputer, it is conceivable that they also

influenced us to decide on 18-bits, -had-proposed
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4
he PDP-{ Instruction Set Processor

(GB: need paragraph to support RT-level diagram]

I/O Structure

The I/O interconnection was especially important so that users could connect

equipment easily. The 1/0 section wes called the Real Time Control, and

included the capability to interface with PDP-1 peripherals. The structure of

the PDP-4 with its options is shown in Fig. 11. We did not consider

1/0 bus structure (party line or daisy chain), thet /was developed for the PDP-5 one

year later,
Dut focused on improving the more conventional radial scheme that fo

peripheral

an area where cable drivers and input gates could be patched (via taper pins)

Atcompatibility. In effect, the I/0 few inches long, and consisted of

@ to special cables and equipment.

Process control was really process monitoring since computers were supposedly

not reliable enough for control. As a result, we had slightly better input

capabilities than output cable drive. The I/O was wired with taper pins to

create a very flexible patch panel for ease in wiring controllers together

within the same or adjacent racks. In fact, a complete PDP-4 with card

reader, magnetic tape, display, and other options required only three bays,

and many systems could fit within the two standard bays (see Fig. 12). This

was less than half the size of a comparable PDP-1 system.
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Another consideration in the I/O structure was the ability to count events.
(e.g, pulse height analysis )This was used in scientific applicationstand in control to measure flow (e.g.,

via flow meters) or to count discrete items. Options such as a 16-channel

clock used memory for event counting. This feature was implemented by having

the device access a memory cell and then rewrite its contents plus one, thus

changing the contents of memory as it is rewritten. Counting could occur at

event rates up to 125 Khz.

This basic counting capability enabled the design of a relatively low cost,

high performance direct memory access feature called the threedayclepdata

break. This feature was first used in the Type 57A Magnetic Tape Controller
also PRP-*, page vo)

for PDP-4. A direct memory access transmission via three cycle data break

occurred as follows:

1. the word count word (in memory) to control the block length is incremented;

2. the pointer word (in memory) to the memory location being transferred is

incremented; and finally

3. the data word pointed to is transferred between memory and the i/o device.

Phvsical Structure/Implementation

The main basis for building a new machine is a new technology. In this case,

DEC had been extending its main business, the sale of logic modules, by

extending the lower cost, slower speed, 500 Khz version of the 5 Mhz modules

that were used in the PDP-1. The 500 Khz systems were significantly less

expensive to build since they used germanium alloy transistors versus the MADT

L
feewoe! A~ 4. Co baw Depatna:
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transistors for a 50% cost savings under the 5 Mhz modules. Some of the

modules operated at a 1 Mhz clock. By being significantly slower, they were

easier to use and more reliable because of the lower data rate and wider clock

pulse. At the lower speed, two techniques further reduced the cost:

diode-transistor logic versus one transistor per gate in the original circuits
(with the wider clock); and capacitor-diode gates for the AND gates to

registers. These techniques permitted: increased densities; lower speed and

greater noise immunity; greater reliability through fewer active components;

and much lower cost. Furthermore, we could now design the several dedicated

modules including the accumulator and Teletype interface. Since the system

modules only had 22 pins (18 pins for signals), the increased densities could

not be directly applied to logical functions. We added a 10-pin connector on

the back of each module for the register transfer gating signals so that

bit-slice architecture could be used. In this way, one bit of the accunulator

register and all the input gates were packaged on a single module as shown in

Fig. 14.

The multi-stable state device was an especially interesting logic circuit

devised fand patented) to simplify the control section of PDP-4. Thisgeircuit

was a generalization of a flip-flop to n-stable states using n, n-1 input NAND

gates wired in a cross-coupled way. I received a patent for the circuit and

it was subsequently used in other computers and in the module line.
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Maintenance

Maintenance was especially important although parity memory was not used in
loo Com

Wearet LAMthe designi In addition to having a very simple architecture and

Cost, Cr ih time,

dost t
straightforward implementation, designers exercised a great deal of care in Linon ce

the logical design structure and the maintenance documentation. The machine
Y

a frachs

ft pore
flowchart (state diagram) was contained on one D-size drawing. The logical Antes. cust

ie

instruction-set description only occupied one page, and the logical design

design drawings for the processor occupied seven D-size sheets.

As a further refinenent to understanding the machine operation, each signal

name source was named with a prefix to match one of the seven drawing names.

This convention was carried forward through many DEC machines. The operator's

console included several functions to assist maintenance. The console (see

Fig. 13) had a speed control to enable the console functions (read, read next,

write, write next, start, continue) to be repeated at a variable clock rate.

This simplified testing by permitting a scope to be used easily. The most

useful console functions were the reading and writing of information from the

next location of memory. Thus, one could perform simple checks on memory by

observing the contents of memory locations indicated by the console lights.

EVALUATION

PpP-1 Compatibility

At the time of the PDP-4 design, there was not any understanding or concern on

DEC's part about the high cost of producing software. Since the PDP-1 was

generally used in dedicated applications, there was no concern for system
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software, hence no notion that a new machine should capitalize on previous
software. DEC had invested very little in the PDP-1 software; the users

generated their ow programs. M.I.T. had contributed a good macro assembler,

linking loader, and interactive debugging program - DDT. Bolt, Beranek and

Newnan had contributed various subprograms. Because of this, there wasn't a

knowledge of software cost nor was there an apparent need to know. It was

easy to believe that a small part of the savings in the cost of a simpler

machine could easily pay to write new software.

Now, I regard compatibility of thc "4" to be a constraint in a new

design. Furthermore, any new machine should be on an improving (with time)

cost/ performance line (as discussed in the final section). At that time there

were about twenty PDP-1's installed at the time, and fifty were eventually

built. A compatible machine emy have been built that would have

interpreted most of the PDP-1 programs, offer improved cost/performance ratio

features, and still not have been very much larger than the original PDP-4.
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@ The Market

PDP-4 had limited success, although it did meet the corporate profit standard.

It didn't sell as well as we expected, or obey the characteristics of having a

completely elastic demand--relative to demand for the PDP-1. This-simplified

k cemend- model ed om-teehnolegical
Chapterg a machme wth

discussed in the final section orderto
A perce shonin have
meet the-etastic cemant; a machine released two--years-later-should_have_been

priced-tess, the same performance as the PDP-1j. gal ternatively
it couid be priced much lower to account for the relatively poor per formance 4
In summary, the PDP-4 was neither agressive enough in performance nor price.

(The same argument is made about the PDP-8/S.) Like most other first
implementations of a series (i.e., PDP-1, PDP-5, PDP-6, LINC/8, PDP-14,

PDP-11/20) the PDP-4 performed the poorest, financially, of the 18 bit

é

The PDP-7, 9, 9/L and 15 were necessary follow one that utilized the software

and hardware option base developed for PDP-4.
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The original concept of the PDP-7 (or what finally was named the PDP-7)

started with the design of the PDP-1/D. The PDP-1/D was a modified design
of the PDP-1 implementing a memory bus concept (stemming from PDP-6) and

seme logic for timesharing. The initial plans were to simply repackage the

PDP-1 using some higher density systems modules and to reduce the processor

cycle time: a goal of much better performance at a lower price. Of all DEC's

18-bit computers, the PDP-7 had the best gain in performance/price over its
predecessors (the PDP-1 and PDP-4).

GOALS AND CONSTRAINTS

Fin A
ce

Because the PDP-4 had a more extensive software. and peripheral hardware

option base, the PDP-7 was switched to be a follow-on to it rather than the

PDP-1. Thus, primary design goals were to maintain program compatibility

with the PDP-4 and to provide an increased performance at a lower price.

Therefore the I/0 interface scheme was constrained by the timing and

structure of the past camputers.

My personal goal was to sell 120 systems, a number greater than the

combined total of the other DEC canputer systems sold at that time. These

goals, although sounding quite broad, were rather restrictive, especially
the requirement for program and peripheral compatibility.

The performance goal was to decrease the cycle time from 8 microseconds to
L nut)

1.75 microseconds This was a rather ambitious goal and required designing

Crary many
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-a speoiak set of modules called the Blue Line high speed series, of
within the new Flip Chip modules). They were based on our 10 megahertz

systems modules. The whole module series would consist of various speed

ranges and would be as general purpose as possible. processor he CPU
and thememory d

lo Mhe
I/O section of the system, although originally implemented using the Blue

and White series, was later redesigned to use a majority of R-series

lock) Blue

modules (2 Mnz clock).

Time was considered a very important factor in the design'of the PDP-7.

1 The entire logic implementation was undertaken by myself and one assistant,

Jack Williams. Later we were joined by a Field Serviceman, Don Zereski,

who literally hand-built the first prod tion system to be delivered, The
othe add X from {ue

project started on April 1; 1964, and the first production system was

delivered December 22, 1964 (see Fig. 15).
B oP

& bere. tes

Program compatibility between the PDP-4 and the PDP-7 (although@aintained

generally) was slightly modified in the I/O section. KSR28 as uscd onThe

the PDP-4 yas a 5-level Baudot code. A shift to the ASCII 8-level code had
Te type

already started in the industry, and we wanted to use the KSR33 (Keyboard

Send-Receive -- no paper tape) as the system input/eutput-deviee. This
ter mayo? '

necessitated a test at the front end of all programs to see if the system

was a PDP-4 or a PDP-7. Other than this, an upward compatibility was

maintained even though several additional instructions were added along

with a trap feature and option multi-level interrupt to allow multi-user

enviroments. Also, note the addition of a program read-in mode to the

console (see Fig. 16) Or

0 fo
{pwd

Nn the POP
uu. V ovr
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PDP-7 Instruction-Set Processor

Figure 19 shows the structure of the processors with its registers and the

interface to I/0 equipment and to core memory. Note the structure and

style of design was fundamentally that used in the earlier designs

(suitably modified for the higher speed technology). In fact, using the

notion of chapter 9, PDP and -4 have identical architectures, very
similar implementations, and radically different realizations. In order to

use the slower (PDP-4 compatible) I/0 equipment, special pulses were used

4 7

when a slow cycle of 8 microseconds was requested. The I/0 section and new

options were designed to operate at the 1.75 microsecond cycle rate.

Physical Structure/Implementation

A system diagram of the PDP-7 processor is given in Fig. 17 showing the

options and the general interconnection scheme. It was fundamentally the

same structure as its predecessors, as it was designed for use with many of

the earlier peripheral controllers.

A semi-automatic wire-wrapping technique was developed to allow a much

higher speed production of wire-wrapped back planes. Also a Gardner Denver

automatic wire-wrap machine was ordered and the programs to control it were

developed. Mechanical block holders were designed to mount the connector

blocks in the cabinets.

Physically, the PDP-7 was larger than the PDP-4, ite--predecesser, because

the console was mounted on the side plane instead of the end. This

mounting of the console facilitated maintenance. Notice (see Fig. 18) that

the number of logic panels for the processor was the same as in the PDP-4,
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even though the printed circuit board area was slightly greater using the

new modules (PDP-4 was 6 x 25 x 5-1/2 x 4 = 3300 sq.in., and the PDP-7 was

6 x2 x 32 x 2-1/4" x 3-7/8" = 3348 sq.in.). Although it does not show in
the diagrams or photos, a significant volume of the machine contained cable

connectors to various subassemblies. The PDP-7 improved the cabling by

having all the connectors in the backplane so that all wiring could be done

asa single operation. The third bay of the PDP-7 housed the console

equipment (that had been on an extra table in the PDP-1 and -4)

EVALUATION

The Market
4.

The PDP-7 was a successful project; it did sell over 120 systems. Design
4

ests, excluding module and labor costs, were less than $100,000% Yo ge,

hnically it was a very sound system which developed an excellent

reputation for reliability. Quite a few PDP-7s are still in operation.

Major Develo

A complete line of new modules, the Flip Chip series, had to be
4

r, although the 10
Mhe

cen a

circuits had been tested in the PDP-6.

New connector blocks had to be obtained to hold the modules. (This

design was concurrent with PDP-8.)
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BS 3. New wire-wrap techniques had to be devised to ease labor requirements

G. Bell

the PDP-4 for wire routing and controlling the Gardner-Denver automatic jand speed up wiring systems. A program was ultimately developed for

wiring machinery. 5 s4

35
System layouts had to be developed to facilitate wire-wrapping

wy 4NY

& y A Mechanical packaging and cooling had to be altered to hold systens 3 ts>3

wire-wrapped panels. The air plenum scheme used in PDP-1, 4 and 5 was

8campletely blocked by the new connector blocks.
Lore

Arte A
:

(74a i 2
yA Memory control and stack were carried out by a memory design engineer,

Derrick Chin, who coordinated his design with the processor logic

design.

different depar tn

supervised the

modules.

connec toy blocks

e<a ad ye 7
by loThe ambifious design and tixzfe goals on the PPP-7 project were m

hours' and much operatyon of a large n er of people in t many

en The module design engineers desi ed the 1 -out

pecified the testip of hundrgGs ofnufacturing and

mechanical eng ering department gésigned_and/erdered ob
a

e

PDP-9 BEGINNINGS

As the design phase of the PDP-7 neared an end and production models were

being delivered, two developments occurred that made us consider an

improved production model. The R-series Flip Chip modules were lower cost,

@ lower speed and more complete than the B-series forming the processor.
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After analyzing the configurations being ordered, we were able to redesign wR
the I/O panel. The new I/0 panel was designed using as many R-series

peripherals were prewired into it to reduce the amount of special wiring v

With the PDP-7A now campleted, our thoughts turned to the next generation
~

qi)»

3

modules as possible. The controls for several of the most popular

required to produce a system. We tagged this improvement as the PDP-7A.

System. Many more tools were now in place to allow some significant
improvements in system design. The Gardner Denver autamatic wire-wrapping

system had been installed and was ready for use. We started on our next

system which we called the 7X project (it later became the PDP-9). The

o

3

design criteria called for the following:

1. It would be completely automatic wire-wrappable.

2. A system with 8 Kwords would sell for approximately $35,000.

Ce
tr
pa

c
de

3
In order to meet these goals, a new cabinet design was started so that we

could mount the wire-wrap frames. ' This cabinet also required better aira or~ type Doings ot. holders ree. u

flow characteristics because of the high density of the logic then

available. Past cabinets pulled air from the floor which was not a
Some

desirable feature in many installations, so a horizontal air flow system

was implemented.

The system costs were becoming a major factor. To meet our price goals,

the computer was divided both logically and physically into three

divisions: 1 - Memory, 2 - Central Processor, 3 - Input/Output Logic.
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This was done to allow us to control and calculate costs more closely.

The cab inet design was campleted, and the logic design moving ahead

smooth] y, j the project was taken over'by Larry Seligman who had designed the
+ Kuo foi

(
Extended Arithmetic Element for the PDP-7.
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The PDP-9 (see Fig. 20) was introduced in August 1966 and a less expensive

version, the PDP-9/L was introduced in November, 1968. 3 3

3
Technology at the time was discrete PNP transistor (-3 volt signals), .$ a
capacitor-diode gates packaged on single, double and quad height standard 3

double-sided Flip-Chip modules $

5-1/2 in., were plugged into an assembly of 144-pin connector blocks using

24 gauge wire-wrap pins as the interconnect media. The basic hardware was

identical to that used for the PDP-7.

memory design using 30 mil inside diameter cores and 4driving sense

structure kmow--as-2=t7?-B (in contrast to the standard coincident current

Ro
k,

Bo
rip

en
Co

an
"O

l?
5,

Pa
rs
a

)

4

modules, whose size was approximately 2-1/2 in. (5 in. or 10 in.) by

wor ow?

'ihe central factor in the technology was the speed of core memory. A new

selection; see PDP-8 Chapter) allowed the memory to cycle in 1 microsecond.

The memory was oriented to an 8 Kword organization which offered a cost

advantage. It must be noted that discrete components logic costs were high

compared to memory, but memory limited system performance. The PDP-7 had a

1.75 microsecond memory cycle; the system performance of the PDP-9 was

improved by a factor of 1.75 over that of the PDP-7.
muro seen 9

Ws wr on

The PPp-9 Tnstruction-Set Processor

boxe PD?-4 H

pv
Crayne 4

00 shows y @c

The Structure : GEE

1 Footnete-t- Although some integrated circuits were available, there were
no standards set yet and no cost or speed advantage freer using IC's.

ey
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The I/0 control extended the features of earlier models by implementing an

eight level nested automatic priority interrupt facility and a data channel

transfer facility. The Automatic Priority Interrupt (API) had four levels
of hardware interrupt capability available at the I/O Bus and four levels
of software priority. The data channel transfer facility was the same as a

thaDdirect memory channel except inthetocattenof word count and current
- these Coyle dehy

address registers. The I/0 structure was-designed toallewehese control

registers te-be implemented in core memory, further attesting to the fact

that core was cheaper than logic. (This scheme was first used in PDP-4

with the Type 57A magnetic tape control.)

The Direct Memory Access channel (DMA) was the most disappointing part of
kl. 170

the I/0 Bus concept' The speed requirement dictated the use of extra

set of data and address lines which were carried between the DMA device and

the memory bus multiplexer via an extra set of cables. Also, a second port

to memory was required. The idea of a "clean" bus cabling scheme for high

speed transfer devices was not possible because of the extra radial lines

required. (Alternatively, we might have slowed the machine down to handle

the transfers.)

though some gra ed circui re ailable, there were
andards et yet a cost 8 Advantage fran usi4
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@ Physical Structure/Implementation

Figure 21 shows how the logic was mounted in three self-cooled frame

sections, each capable of holding eight rows of forty modules. Each

section had self-contained final power regulations (occupying four module

spaces). A system block diagram of the PDP-9 (Fig. 22) shows -hew the

have cvolvcd to the I/O and memory bus structured computer. This scheme is
in contrast to the radial structure of the earlier 18-bit computers and

provided greater modularity.

The major cost improvement was the implementation of an I/O Bus, a concept

derived from the PDP-5 and 6. The bus was daisy-chained from device to

device using twisted pair cables. Compared with the PDP-7 which was custom

wired for each option, this technique provided uniformity in I/0 backplane

wiring; it allowed independent development, manufacturing and test of 1/0

options and simplified field installation of options. Also, it allowed

costs to be associated with each option rather than being initially higher

as in the radial scheme where all options had to be planned for in the

central processor. The bus structure created the illusion that systems of

unlimited size could be built.

EVALUATION.

Except for the 300 wire field change on the first ten processor backplanes,

the PDP-9 enjoyed a good reputation for performance and up time. It was

later accompanied by the cost reduced version PDP-9/L. The cost reduction

took the form of a new (and somewhat cumbersome) power supply design, a 4

® Kword menory design which used the Teletype 33 ASR (Automatic Send-Receive
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~ with paper tape) instead of separate paper tape reader and punch. The

memory planes were borrowed from the PDP-8 line and adapted to provide half
the memory in half the space. The life of the 9/L was comparatively short,
for it was soon overtaken by the PDP-15.

Microprogramming

The PDP-9 was the first microprogram controlled processor implemented at

DEC. Although in itself a technological advancement, it was also an

interesting precursor of things to come. The structure of the processor is
shown in Fig. 23. Note its simplicity compared to the earlier designs. It
used a more general data path through an adder compared to the ad hoc

register structure of the earlier machines. A 64-word, 36-bit,
212-nanosecond cycle read-only, rope, magnetic memory was used as the

microprogrammed control store for the processor. The design allowed for

easy bench modification in the event the microcode required changing. The

original concept of a unary encoded 'Control soon was lost in the

complexities of the design. Encoding the bits was the resulting compromise

position which eliminated the possiblity of providing special purpose

machines (we had hoped for) by a simple ROM change. The size of the

control memory further constrained the extendability and use of the

microprogram control. It would have been nice to be able to build in

ma cls.
A further testimony to the power of control store was the fact that the

extended arithmetic element, a hardware 36-bit multiply/divide option, was

implemented with only six single height flip chip modules. By comparison,

the processor occupied about 320 module slots or a total printed circuit

4
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board area of 3,100 sq.in. This area also included the optional arithmetic

element and much of the I/0 control: thus it was about half the size of the

earlier machines. (We akso found an error in the PDP-1 signed integer

divide algorithm.) A discrete carry adder which developed the carry over

18 bits in under 30 nsec. was necessary in order to meet the performance

goals.

wat Carre of Cr 42 be ke cher7
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Unlike its predecessors, the PDP-15 was designed to provide a range of

systems with both hardware and software. While the early 18-bit machines

evolved to include several configurations, the notion of a planned range

was explicit from the start. As it turned out, the PDP-15 evolved over a

considerably wider range than was anticipated. Table 2 shows the ange
S ba

As in the past, the goal was to provide a/better cost/performance than +he-

y Whe new
improvement; semiconductor technology provided the impetus for

The 7400 and 74HOO series integrated circuits of

transistor logic (TTL) permitted clock speeds of 10 to 20 Mhz, lower costs

and higher packing densities (for lower packaging costs) than the discrete

circuits used in PDP-9. The basic PDP-15/10 turned out to be the smallest

(see Fig. 24) of the 18-bit series, while providing a number of options and

additional features including an additional instruction set with an index

and limit register. Also, the memory size was extended to 131 Kwords of

memory. A separate control wit, called the I/O processor, handled the

bookkeeping for the I/0 channels and I/0 bus. Figure 25 shows a

smaller system (including the core memory). Note the two

processors occupy only a third of the cabinet space, yet are faster and

have more capability than the PDP-9. Also note that the packaging reverted

its pre Ae€c eSsov J

The PDP-7 to PDP~9 transition did not provideda big cost
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to the simplicity of the earlier PDP-1, using _no swinge-out gates fixed mount) stvuctunehg
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Table 2: The PDP-15 Family of 18-bit Computer Systems

Hardware Software

PDP-15/10

CPU Assembler(Basic Paper Tape System)

4K Memory Editor

Teletype Debugger

Utilities

PDP-15/20

(Keyboard Monitor using CPU Keyboard Monitor

DECTape File System) 8K Memory Fortran IV

EAE Focal

Paper Tape PIP

PDP-15/30

(Background/ Foreground)

DECTape

Teletype

CPU

16K Memory

EAE

API

Memory Protect

Clock

Paper Tape

Utilities

B/F Monitor

Fortran IV

Focal

PIP

Utilities
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PDP -15 /35

PDP-15/40

(Disk Based BF)

PDP -15/50

PDP-15/76

DECTape

2 Teletypes

(15/30 with Disks)

CPU

24K Memory

EAE

API

Memory Protect

Clock

Paper Tape

DECTape

524K Fixed Hd. Disk

2 Teletypes

(16K memory based)

15/40 + PDP-11

Page
Print date 12/12/77

Disk B/F Monitor

Fortran IV

Focal

PIP

Utilities

11-based File and

I/O Device Management
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Untike-its-predeeessors, Tne ch e from discrete transistors to integrated

ground and +5 volt logic signals, round and -3 volt
circuits did perterbation in the 18-bit evel dimes' the ICs used

signals of-its-predecessors, This change caused a great break with the
conta wet be ured

terms of using earlier peripheral A block diagram to the final,
evolved state of the PDP-15/76 is show in Fig. 26. The initial design did

a

not have floating point arithmetic; was started and 50%
$ the

Pecanpleted pior_to th first shipment/, Table shows the effect of

built-in data-type. The PDP-11 (and the Unibus) did not exist at PDP-15

introduction time. Hence, the initial structure had only a connection to

memory, two processors, and an I/O bus that was somewhat compatible with

the PDP-9 (so that equipment could be designed for either PDP-9 or PDP-15).

There were well-defined initial goals which are described below. Finally,

there is a discussion of the evolution beyond the initial design.

Table 3: P15 Floating Point Compytation Times

Was With

Program Type Software Time FP15 Speed dIUp*

Matrix Inversion 12 Sec. 5 Sec. 2.4

Fourier Transform 16.9 Sec. 2.9 Sec. 5.8

Least. Squares Fit 5.1 Sec. Sec. 7.3

Test of all F.P. Functions 11.4 Sec. 1.4 Sec. 8.1

A Physics Application Program 37 Sec. 3 Sec. 12.3

7
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850 Nanosecond Cvcle Time

An 800 nsec. cycle time exceeded our (850 ns) objective, but it was

difficult for several reasons:

The CPU, memory, and I/O were made asynchronous to reduce I/0

latency reduction. The synchronizing logic was camplicated and

resulted in significant circuit delays.

A DC (round trip) interlocked memory bus was used in order to

handle speed-independent memories. This caused communications

delays.

To minimize cabling, we shared one set of lines for address and

data to memory. This caused additional communication delays.

PDP-9 Compatibility

PDP-9 instruction compatibility was achieved, but with three minor

exceptions. These caused no custamer or DEC software problems, to our

knowledge.

GOALS
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Manufacturing Cost

In theWe exceeded our manufacturing cost goal in the first fifty units.

process, we learned that the majority of costs were in the mechanical

packaging. Sights were set on reducing cabling, using a single power

harness which could be built and tested on a jig, and using standard H911

mounting panels for logic. The cabling was reduced to:

1 console cable

1 teletype cable

1 I/O bus cable assembly

2 menory bus cables

In trying to limit console cabling, a time division multiplex commwmication

scheme was designed to get enough signals to the lights. In this fashion,

a number of signals were transmitted on the same wires on a timeshared

basis. The lamp filament was used as the storage element at the console.

This was the machine's only patent. Ultimately the"Logic was too compl ex 5

when the failed, it was harder to fix than the processor.

Improved Priority Interrupt Latency

We were not able to reduce interrupt latency to the two microsecond goal.

With parity, memory protect and relocate options implemented, and with

adder and synchronizing delays, a four microsecond time was achieved, which

was acceptable ja the system.

Qne Cabinet Package
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The CPU, I/O processor, console and 32 Kword memory were packaged in one

cabinet, but it was close. There are virtually no spare module slots in
the CPU.

I/O Bus Length

The I/O Bus was extended to 75 feet by switching to a terminated bus. The

PDP-9 used an unterminated transmission line with diode clamps. The PDP-15

has cleaner signals and no reflections. A new set of bus driver/receiver

modules were designed which were faster and offered less bus loading. The

penalty paid was higher power consumption and greater power supply cost

than in PDP-9.

Better Maintainability
A means to look at more than 400 signal points was provided in the logic.

This, coupled with the single step feature allowed troubleshooting of the

machine from the console without an oscilliscope. As it turned out, this

feature was used infrequently because of the required training.

Other Cost and Manufacturing Goals

Since the PDP-15 was one of the first DEC computers to use ICs extensively,

it was important to minimize the number of logic types. The PDP-15 has 21

semiconductor types. This includes ICs, transistors, and diodes. All are

available from multiple suppliers.

Having no twisted pairs in the backplane was a tough goal to achieve, Tt we? ns cess

because there was no inexpensive wiring capability at the time. We
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aachieved this goal, but logic had to be moved before the machine could be

produced

Fixed ConfigurationRutes-with-Fficra of

The PDP-15 has fixed configuration rules and very easy field installation
of options. This required more space (partially full cabinets) and as a

result the cost is slightly higher.

Margin testing of the PDP-15 was planned using a combination of varying

logic timing and temperature. Special test equipment was provided for the

production line to allow rapid heat cycling of CPUs and memories. In

addition, a fast program loader system was designed around a PDP-8 with

multiple DECtape wits. Diagnostic programs could be loaded into the

memory of a unit being tested by merely pressing a button. This saved

considerable time in computer check-out.

Subassembly replacement was planned at the final assembly and test group.

The concept was that if a processor, memory, power supply or whatever

failed to work when it was integrated into a system, the whole subassembly

would be replaced and sent back to its appropriate test line rather than

doing the repair in the area. This process proved impractical, as the

production line was never filled with enough material to allow this to take

place.5

Barly First Customer Ship

l qWas planes
t
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@ The first PDP-15 was to be shipped eighteen months after commencement of
the project We ran into a number of difficulties during the project,

ths fist comp wan,including personnel turnover, which caused a two-month slip

The project was finished at about 92% of budget.

New Peripheral Designs (except Direct Memory Access Controllers) Were to

Work on Both PDP-9 and PDP-15

This goal was met, newer devices were used on the PDP-9 by changing the

receiver/driver modules. The PDP-15 was the first 18-bit machine to use IC

positive logic (versus older negative transistor series logic), bus

conversion signals were required in order to be able to use the PDP-9

peripheral controllers.

PpP-15 Instruction-Set Processor

Figure 27 shows the register transfer structure of the processor. It is based

on elements and features used in earlier designs. It has a basic data path

structure which permits the results from any of the eleven registers to be

read into the arithmetic unit and back into the registers. On the other hand,

in order to operate at high speeds, a number of separate registers such as the

Step Counter, Program Counter, and Multiplier-Quotient registers must operate

in parallel with the basic data path. In this way, significant overlap

occurs, which is necessary in order to achieve the 800 nanosecond memory cycle

time. The contrast with the PDP-4 is noteworthy: it had only four registers
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in the basic machine. Because the PDP-15 used integrated circuits, the goal
of minimizing registers was less important.
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The first major extension to the PDP-15 was the addition of a floating point

processor (Fig. 28) to enable it to perform well in the scientific/canputation
marketplace using FORTRAN and other algorithmic languages. With the addition Q

operations was reduced from 100-200 microseconds to 10-15 microseconds, giving
about a factor of 10 increase in FORTRAN performance. The additional floating
point unit required a number of additional instructions. The irony of this

extension is that the PDP-11, and nearly all microcomputer ISP extensions

i
of the FP15 floating point processor the time for a programmed floating point

4
exactly follow this evolution!

The least expensive multi-user protection scheme was provided in the form of a

relocation register and a boundary register. Because it was marketed as an

option, it degraded the machine more than necessary. However, the minimum

machine cost was kept within the target.

Fo
r
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fPhvsical Structure/Implementation

the physical packaging has been discussed w Goods a J
do urt nu POP is- UO

The PDP-15 memory is constrasted with
wot tm H., \ perfor niesthe PDP-1 memory in the following table.

PDP-1 PDP-15 PPP-15 (ME15)

Year 1960 19xx 19yy

Stack size 4 Kwords 4 Kwords 24 Kwords

Cycle time (microseconds) 5 0.8 0.8

Density (words/cabinet) 12 Kwords 48 Kwords 96 Kwords
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(32 Kwords

with CPU

included)

Size electronics 1/3 cabinet 1/12 cabinet 1/24 cabinet

Configuration 3D stack 5 planes,

G. Bell

} bits/plane;
planar stack

Core size 30 mil 18 mil 18 mil

Wires/Core 4 3 3

a7TWO CENTRAL PROCESSOR PDP-15

The product line had sold a system that was a dual processor. From the sale

came the MX15, a dual port memory, which eventually was transferred to the

PDP-15 standard product line. The MX15 also expanded memory to the full 128

Kwords built into the PDP-15 addressing structure. The unit occupied a single

rack and used the M series logic cards. Since there was space to add a third

"port" within the rack unit, the MX15 turned out to be a three port device.

At the time, the lab breadboard was, indeed, an impressive array of three

cabinets containing 128 Kwords of memory and two processors.

4
The logic included what went unrecognized as a " synchronizer" problem for

some two months despite reviews by same senior engineers. Once the problem

was recognized the design went to a quick completion. Since the multiport
(2 pets ard (ha

became unstable.
Amemory had three inputs to synchronize, it

~#A classical logic design problem that has turned out to be tf theoretically"A

at a random time with a fixed clock event, a small amount of energy is
available to set a flip-flop. When a flip-flop is triggered with a small
signal, it can go into an undecided state undecided for a relatively long

unsolvable. When synchronizing (detecting) the presence of an event occurring

(even undecided) of time.
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@ UNICHANNEL 15/76 (PDP-15 + PDP-11) AND PDP-15/XVM

The Unichannel began as a problem: find the most cost-effective way to attach

the RK05 disk to the PDP-15. After a review of the problem, it became clear
that the correct way to put the RK05 on the PDP-15 was to use an -11

processor, together with the RK05 controller on PDP-11. The key reason was

not the cost of modifying the RK05 disk controller, rather, it was the cost

of doing new diagnostics that would have to be executed in PDP-15 code.

ap pogeon wes the ease of cdding other "DP 41 fomily Our
4

project was to run somewhat over six months and had a budget for the hardware

Y of about $75K.

As the system design progressed, it became clear that the PDP-11 could run

@ other PDP-11 family peripherals. Since most development and production

resources were directed to the 16-bit, PDP-11 series, all factors favored

using existing peripherals rather than inventorying a new set for PDP-15. The

list of peripherals quickly included communications lines, plotter, printer,

and card equipment. It was also conceived as a PDP-15. Figure 29 shows the

options of the PDP-15/76 and Fig. 30 shows the physical cabinets together with

powers, etc. ao" d

The project had a very small, but excellent staff Helenius, did much of4
Al

the logic design of the memory multiplexer device using M series logic

modules. was fi operational in early November 1972.; In-generel the

hardware part of the program went very smoothly. 'The complexity and size of
3

the software task was clearly underestimated. Rick Hully proposed an

A
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operating system structure that, for the era and initial application, was both

elegant, advanced and yet straightforward. However, the successful system

operation depended on more software The reality was that we had evolved to a

true "multiprocessor" system. Today the industry has begun to use the term

"back-end processor" or "file-processor" for what was accomplished on the

PDP-15 in the early seventies. (Also, this structure was used by IBM in their

3

coupled 7090/7044 system and in their 360 Attached Support Processor.)

It. is interesting that the dual processor structure is again receiving
Constr c

attention as microcomputers make the CPU no longer a resource, but

one to be used generously throughout a system. The UNICHANNEL and 15/76

programs hold much valuable technical experience that has yet to be exploited

or understood, even within DEC. One of the major reasons for the slow

diffusion of this innovation has been the ongoing controversy of using

"symmetrical multiprocessing" or "specialized task oriented multiprocessing".

The current activity, in my opinion, vindicates the specialized approach,

which the 18-bit computer line understood years ago.

The Market

From a market and user viewpoint, the 15/76 was successful. Users were able

to offload I/0 and file processing and at, the same time, obtain much lower
tS IVs ached +9

priced peripherals. About 100 were delivered, and 300 were

existing PDP-15 installations.



PDP-4 (Gordon Be]])

The PDP-4 was designed to extend DEC's line of computers by offering 5/8 of
the performance of the PDP-1 at about 1/2 the price. We believed that the

demand for computers was completely elastic. The first delivery of the

PDP-4 was made in the summer of 1962, about six months after the project
was started. It was designed and implemented rapidly by myself, Bill

ahem tuned
Colburn, who was a technician at the time, and Don White, who designed seme-

special modules. Phete-li shows the basic computer with 4 or 8 Kwords of

memory, Teletype 28 KSR, and 300 char/sec. paper tape reader together with

the optional paper tape punch.

Goals , Coushaints Gnd. Th Descgn
The primary goal of the PDP-4 was to have a mini(mal) to implement computer , yh one

that was extremely easy to program, to configure, and to interconnect to

real time and process control equipment. The Instruction-Set Processor

(ISP) was in some respects simpler than that of the PDP-5 because memory
Tab e \

was directly addressable. The ISP is given in and can be

compared with that of the PDP-1. it had only 16 basic instructions. The

addi

q

a Cons

block diagram of the processors, memory and the I/O interface section of

the computer is shown in Fig. Regll. (0.

The notion of a much smaller machine started in the fall of 1961 with a

discussion of process control applications with Foxboro Corporation and

various customers. This machine, called the DC 12 (for Digital

Controller), was a 12-bit computer which would be oriented to process

control data collection and laboratory processing applications. It
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incorporated ideas that Wesley Clark was developing when he designed the

Laboratory Instrument Computer (LINC) at Lincoln Laboratory and we studied
the CDC 160. In the true tradition of the minicomputer, it was the

smallest machine I could imagine. Note, the DC 12 became the PDP-5 which

was built in the Spring of 1963 for a PDP-4 process control front-end

application. The PDP-5 ISP was specified in detail by Alan Kotok. We had

worked on a daisy chain I/0 Bus (also for PDP-6, which was being done

concurrently) architecture to reduce the cost of interfacing.
design of the PDP-5 was carried out by Edson De Castro, an applications
engineer responsible for building the analog front end for a reactor
control computer system for the Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited at Chalk

River. The control computer was a PDP-4, but an elaborate analog

In te t

ah DPAL

monitoring system was needed for the front end. Hence, after visiting
Chalk River in the winter of 1962 we decided on the PDP-5 as the simplest
and most reliable method to carry out the task.

The decision to switch from a 12-bit to an 18-bit design was taken very

lightly in December 1962. In retrospect, it may have been a poor decision.

We probably should have evolved the PDP-1 to a lower cost design. Although

it is difficult to remember the events surrounding the decision, I now

(perhaps poorly) recollect a number of reasons. These were reactive to

PDP-1 experience. These included:
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Simple machines with few instructions for a given number of data-types1

perform nearly as well those with lots of instructions. Much of my own

programming experience was using TX-0. I felt a significantly simpler
18-bit machine could be built than the PDP-1. This turned out to be true

as the PDP-4 processor was implemented in less than 1/2 the space of the

PDP-1, although it's unclear whether the size reduction was due to a

Simpler architecture, a much better logical design implementation or

increased logic packing density.

I could build a better machine the second time around (actually 3rd or 4th

if one counted MIT's Whirlwind and TX-0 computers). This belief was

2.

coupled with some new ideas about architecture.

a. I had conceived the idea of auto-incrementing memory registers. This

allowed vectors to be accessed easily instead of using index registers

(which were more expensive to implement), and performed about as well.

b. The PDP-1 used one's complement arithmetic and this was especially

poor for doing fast multiple precision and floating point arithmetic

which our users needed.

ce. Two control instructions were changed so that they did not effect the

AC and interfere with the arithmetic instructions. The jump to

subroutine stored the return in the program (a convention that would

not be used today) and the index and skip instruction only operated on

memory.
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@ d. There were several features of the PDP-1 that cost logic without

adding much to performance (e.g., program flags, and sense switches

which were equivalent to IBM's sense lights). The wired-in program

(read-in mode) to control the automatic reading of paper tape was also

eliminated. Also, in general, the goal was to build a modular design

such that the optional equipment cost was associated with the option

instead of being wired-in to all machines.

e. The PDP-1 used a 4 Kword memory before memory bank switching; but much

of the useful system software required 8 Kwords of memory. I felt
(erroneously) that making a machine that would directly access 8

Kwords of memory would be ideal. (Little did I understand that

programs expand to fill nearly any physical memory size--another

possible sentrol ling of Parkinson's Law.) However it did turn outCorollary

that most PDP-4's stayed within the 8 Kword constraint although the

machine would operate with up to 32 Kword of memory.

3. I wanted to use the Teletype Model 28 instead of a modified IBM Model B

typewriter on PDP-1 to get better system MIBF and easy servicing.

4, The logical design of the PDP-1 though quite straightforward was not very

tight. It had redundant terms and the instructions weren't encoded to

simplify the implementation. I felt that starting over, with a new ISP,

was the only way to get a significantly smaller machine.
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5. We had both peripherals and memories for the PDP-1 and these could be used

immediately to assist the implementation of a computer. This pushed us to

an 18-bit (versus 12-bit) design.

The previous section focussed on how the PDP-1 was used as a starting point.
unde rotanding or

Furthermore, there still was not any concern on our part about the high cost
A

of producing software. Since the PDP-1 was generally used in dedicated

applications, there was no concern for system software, hence no notion that a

new machine should capitalize on previous software. DEC had invested very

little in the PDP-1 software; the users generated their own programs,{M.1.T.
had contributed a good macro assembler, linking loader, and interactive

debugging program - DD Bolt, Beranek and Newman had contributed

various subprogramsg. Because of this, there wasn't a knowledge of software

cost nor was there an apparent need to know. It was easy to believe that a
4

small part of the savings in the cost of a simpler machine could easily pay to

write new software.

Now, I regard the PDP-1 compatibility of the "4" to be a constraint in a new

design. Furthermore, any new machine should be on an improving (with time)
(tote discussed in the fired sechen )

cost/performance line. At that time there were about twenty PDP-1's installed

at the time, and fifty were eventually built. A compatible machine could

probably have been built that would have interpretted most of the PDP-1

programs, offer improved cost/performance ratio features, and still not have

been very much larger than the original PDP-4.

We had a fairly clear idea of whom the machine would serve. The PDP-4 was to

be used predominately for process control, with some use in the laboratory for
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activities such as pulse height anlysis and data gathering, in much the same

way as PDP-1, but it would be smaller and easier to use. We were talking with
Foxboro about applications at Nabisco for baking control (with manual

override) and to Corning about the control of a glass tube manufacturing
process. We installed machines at both companies.

Since
Foxboro had been using a 24-bit RCA control computer, it is conceivable that
they also influenced us to decide on 18-bits instead of the 12-bit DC 12 we

had proposed in order to speed control calculations and be more in line with
conventions and intuition.

The T/o Sechium
The I/O interconnection was especially important so that users could connect

equipment easily. The I/0 section was called the Real Time Control and

included the capability to interface with PDP-1 peripherals. The structure of
the PDP-4 with its options is shown in Fig. Bienk's We did not consider the

I/O bus structure (party line or daisy chain) that was developed for the PDP-5

one year later but focused on improving the more conventional radial scheme

that was used on computers at that time (e.g., PDP-1). This permitted

In effect, the I/O bus was a few inches long, andperipheral compatibility.
consisted of an area where cable drivers and input gates could be patched (via
taper pins) to special cables and equipment.

{
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Process control was really process monitoring since computers were supposedly
not reliable enough for control. As a result, we had input
Capabilities than output cable drive. The I/0 was wired with taper pins to
create a very flexible patch panel for ease in wiring controllers together
within the same or adjacent racks. In fact, a complete PDP-4 with card

reader, magnetic tape, display, and other options required only three bays,
and many systems could fit within the two standard bays (see idaa ) This
was less than half the size of a comparable PDP-1 system.

Another consideration in the I/0 structure was the ability to count events.
This was used in scientific applications and in control to measure flow (e.g.,
via flow meters) or to count discrete items. Options such as a 16-channel

clock used memory for event counting. This feature was implemented by having

the device access a memory cell and then rewrite its contents plus one, thus

changing the contents of memory it rewritten. Counting could occur

at event rates up to 125 Khz.

This basic counting capability enabled the design of a relatively low cost,

high performance direct memory access feature called the three cycle data

break. This feature was first used in the Type 57A Magnetic Tape Controller

for PDP-4.

A direct memory access transmission via three cycle data break occurred as

follows:

1. the word count word (in memory) to control the block length is incremented;

A

w
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2. the pointer word (in memory) to the memory location being transferred is
incremented; and finally

3. the data word pointed to is transferred between memory and the i/o device.

Maintenance was especially important although parity memory was not used in
the design. In addition to having a very simple architecture and a

straightforward implementation, designers exercised a great deal of care in
the logical design structure and the maintenance documentation. The machine

instruction-set description only occupied one page, and the logical design
flowchart (state diagram) was contained on one D-size drawing. The logical
design drawings for the processor occupied seven D-size sheets.

As a further refinement to understanding the machine operation, each signal
name source was named with a prefix to match one of the seven drawing names.

This convention was carried forward through many DEC machines. The operator's

console included several functions to assist maintenance. The console (see Feq.13
photo) had a speed control to enable the console functions (read, read next,

write, write next, start, continue) to be repeated at a variable clock rate.

This simplified testing by permitting a scope to be used easily. The most

useful console functions were the reading and writing of information from the

next location of memory. Thus, one could perform simple checks on memory by

observing the contents of memory locations indicated by the console lights.
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The main basis for building a new machine is a new technology. In this case,
DEC had been extending its main business, the sale of logic modules, by

extending the lower cost, slower speed, 500 Khz version of the 5 Mhz modules

that were used in the PDP-1. The 500 Khz systems were significantly less

expensive to build since they used germanium alloy transistors versus the MADT

transistors for a 50% cost savings under the 5 Mhz modules. Some of the

modules operated at a 1 Mhz clock. By being significantly slower, they were

easier to use and more reliable because of the lower data rate and wider clock

pulse. At the lower speed, two techniques further reduced the cost:

diode-transistor logic versus one transistor per gate in the original
circuits (with the wider clock); and capacitor-diode gates for the AND gates

to registers. These techniques permitted: increased densities; lower speed

and greater noise immunity; greater reliability through fewer active

components; and much lower cost. Furthermore, we could now design the several

dedicated modules including the accumulator and Teletype interface. Since the

system modules only had 22 pins (18 pins for signals), the increased densities

could not be directly applied to logical functions. We added a 10-pin

connector on the back of each module for the register transfer gating signals

so that bit-slice architecture could be used. In this way, one bit of the

accumulator register and all the input gates were packaged on a single module

as shown in Fig. sew 1,

The multi-stable state device was an especially interesting logic circuit

devised (and patented) to simplify the control section of PDP-4. This circuit

was a generalization of a flip-flop to n-stable states using n, n-1 input NAND

gates wired in a cross-coupled way. The author received a patent for the

circuit and it was subsequently used in other computers and in the module line.
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So FTWA CE
Another important consideration in th design was FORTRAN and scientific
computation. This in turn influenced 'the- design of the Extended Arithmetic
Element. Our first users were adamant that they would write process control

applications in a higher level language. We briefly considered ALGOL 60, but

quickly decided to provide a FORTRAN II for the PDP-4. It turned out that a

few users did use FORTRAN, but most early users stayed with assembly language

programming.

The MARKET
PDP-4 had limited success, although it did meet the corporate profit standard.

It didn't sell as well as we expected, or obey the characteristics of having a

completely elastic demand--relative to demand for the PDP-1. This simplified
demand model was to accommodate improvements we expected from technological
advances. This is discussed in the final section wren-we-discuss-the-

A
evolution Thus, a machine released two years later should have been priced

less, and featured the same performance as the PDP~1. (Alternatively it could

be priced much lower to account for the relatively poor performance.) In

summary, the PDP-4 was neither agressive enough in performance nor price.

(The same argument canbe made fer the PDP-8/S.) Like most other first
implementations of a series (i.e., PDP-1, PDP-5, PDP-6, LINC/8, PDP-14,

PDP-11/20) the PDP-4 performed the poorest, financially, of the 18-bit series.

The PDP-7, 9, 9/L and 15 were necessary follow ons that utilized the software

ab

and hardware option base developed for PDP-4.

"fn order to meet the elastic demand



PDP-7 (Ron Wilson) :
The original concept of the PDP-7 (or what finally was named the PDP-7)

Started with the design of the PDP-1/D. The PDP-1/D was a modified design
of the PDP-1 implementing a memory bus concept (stemming from PDP-6) and

some logic to facilitate timeshared systems. The initial plans were to

simply repackage the PDP-1 utilizing some newer designed systems modules of
a higher density and to reduce the cycle time in order to speed up

operations. This provided much better performance at a lower price. In

fact, PDP-7 had the best gain in performance/price over its predecessors,
PDP-1 and PDP-4, of all 18-bit computers.

Because of a more extensive software and peripheral hardware option base,

goals were to maintain program compatibility with the PDP-4 and to provide

the PDP-7 was switched to be a follow-on to the PDP-4. primary design

an increased performance at a lower price.

Therefore the 1/0 interface scheme was constrained by the timing and

structure of the past computers. My personal goal was to sell 120 systems,

a number greater than the combined total of the other DEC computer systems

sold at that time. These goals, although sounding quite broad, were rather

restrictive, especially the requirement for program and peripheral

compatibility.

The performance goal was to decrease the cycle time from 8 microseconds to

1.75 microseconds. This was a rather ambitious goal and required designing

a special set of modules called the Blue Line (the high speed series,
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within the new Flipaip modules). They were based on our 10 megahertz

Systems modules. The whole module series would consist of various speed

ranges and would be as general purpose as possible. The central processor
and the memory used the high speed (10 Mhz clock) Blue Line series. The

I/O section of the system, although originally implemented using the Blue

and White series, was later redesigned to use a majority of R-series
modules (1 Mhz clock). cycle t me

BurtKrom a set lines
CshteCom ene 4 cle

Time was considered very important factor in the design of the PDP-7. Ay ef,
z

The entire logic implementation was undertaken by myself and one assistant,
Jack Williams. Later we were joined by a Field Serviceman, Don Zereski,
who literally hand-built the first production system to be delivered. The

project started on April 1, 1964, and the first production system was

delivered December 22, 1964 (see Freq. tS

Ho T/o
Program compatibility between the PDP-4 and tye PDP-7 (although maintained

sense) was slightly modified' The KSR28 as used on the

PDP-4 was a 5-level Baudot code. A shift to the ASCII 8-level code had

already started in the industry, and we wanted to use the KSR33 (Keyboard

Send-Receive -- no paper tape) as the system input/output device. This

necessitated a test at the front end of all programs to see if the system

was a PDP-4 or a PDP-7. Other than this, an upward compatibility was

maintained even though several additional instructions were added along

with a trap feature and option multi-level interrupt to allow multi-user

ha ganer

environments. Also, note the addition of a program read-in mode to the

Fa. Ib
console (see
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The major development problems were:

1. A complete line of new modules, the FlipgChip series, had to be

developed to implement the design of the computer, although the

circuits had been tested in the PDP-6.

2. New connector blocks had to be obtained to hold the modules. (This
design was concurrent with PDP-8.)

3. New wire-wrap techniques had to be devised to ease labor requirements

and speed up wiring systems. A program was ultimately developed for

the PDP-4 for wire routing and controlling the Gardner-Denver automatic

wiring machinery.

4. System layouts had to be developed to facilitate wire-wrapping.

5. Mechanical packaging and cooljng had to be altered to hold systems

wire-wrapped panels. The plenum scheme ured
yen

vw connectorwos by
6. Memory control and stack avsigned te a memory design engineer,

Derrick Chin, who coordinated his design with the processor logic

design.

The ambitious design and time goals on the PDP-7 project were met by long

hours and much cooperation of a large number of people in the many

different departments. The module design engineers designed the lay-out,

supervised the manufacturing and specified the testing of hundreds of
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@ modules. The mechanical engineering department designed and ordered

connector blocks which were originally purchased from an outside source.

A semi-automatic wire-wrapping technique was developed to allow a much

higher speed production of wire-wrapped back planes. Also a Gardner Denver

automatic wire-wrap machine was ordered and the programs to control it were

developed. Mechanical block holders were designed to mount the connector

blocks in the cabinets.

A diagram of the PDP-7 is given in Fig. Bek showing the options
and the general interconnection scheme. It was fundamentally the same

Structure as its predecessors, as it was designed for use with many of the

earlier peripheral controllers. Physically, the PDP-7 was larger than the

@ PDP-4, its predecessor, because the console was mounted on the side plane

instead of the end. This mounting of the console facilitated maintenance.

Notice (see Fig.
s a that the number of logic panels for the

processor was the same as in the PDP-4, even though the printed circuit
board area was slightly greater using the new (PDP-4 was 6 x 25

x 5-1/2 x 4 = 3300 sq.in., and the PDP-7 was 6 x 2 x 32 x 2-1/4" x 3-7/8" =

3348 sq.in.). Although it does not show in the diagrams or photos, a

significant volume of the machine contained cable connectors to various

subassemblies. PDP-7 improved the cabling by having all the connectors

in the backplane so that all wiring could be done as a single operation.

The third bay of the PDP-7 housed the console equipment (that had been on

7

The

an extra table in the PDP-1 and -4).
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Figure Reg? shows the structure of the processors with its registers and

the interface to I/O equipment and to core memory. Note the structure and

Style of design was fundamentally that used in the earlier designs

(suitably modified for the higher speed technology). In fact, using the

notion of chapter PDP-1 and -4 have identical architectures, very
similar implementations, and radically different realizations. In order to

use the slower (PDP-4 compatible) I/O equipment, special pulses were used

when a slow cycle of 8 microseconds was requested. The 1/0 section and new

{ 4

6

options were designed to operate at the 1.75 microsecond cycle rate.

The PDP-7 was a successful project; it did sell over 120 systems. Design

costs, excluding module and labor costs, were less than $100,000.

Technically, it was a very sound system which developed an excellent

reputation for reliability. Quite a few PDP-7s are still in operation.

As the design phase of the PDP-7 neared an end and production models were

being delivered, two developments occurred tha ade us consider an

improved production model. The R-series

modules were more complete and, Artca analysis of

configurations being ordered, fedesign
the I/O panel. The

whee abl
new I/O panel was designed using as many R-series modules as possible. The

controls for several of the most popular peripherals were prewired into it
to reduce the amount of special wiring required to produce a system. We

tagged this improvement as the PDP-7A.
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With the PDP-7A now completed, our thoughts turned to the next generation

System. Many more tools were now in place to allow some significant
improvements in system design. The Gardner Denver automatic wire-wrapping

system had been installed and was ready for use. We started on our next

System which we called the 7X project (it later became the PDP-9). The

design criteria called for the following:

1. It would be completely automatic wire-wrappable.

2. A system with 8 Kwords would sell for approximately $35,000.

In order to meet these goals, a new cabinet design was started so that we

could mount the wire-wrap frames. This cabinet also required better air
flow characteristics because of the high density of the logic then

available. Past cabinets pulled air from the floor which was not a

desirable feature in many installations, so a horizontal air flow system

was implemented.

The system costs were becoming a major factor. To meet our price goals,

the computer was divided both logically and physically into three

divisions: 1 - Memory, 2 - Central Processor, 3 - Input/Output Logic.

This was done to allow us to control and calculate costs more closely.

The cabinet design was completed, and with the logic design moving ahead

smoothly, the project was taken over by Larry Seligman who had designed the

Extended Arithmetic Element for the PDP-7.



PDP-9 and 9/L (Don Vonada)

The PDP-9 (see phote9) was introduced in August 1966 and a less expensive
FeeG ure Z|version, the PDP-9/L was introduced in November, 1968.

shows how the logic was mounted in three self-cooled frame sections, each

capable of holding eight rows of forty modules. Each section had

self-contained final power regulations (occupying four module spaces). A

system block diagram of the PDP-9 (Fig. Rl shows how the PDPs have

evolved to the I/O and memory bus structured computer. This scheme is in
contrast to the radial structure of the earlier 18-bit
computers and provided greater modularity.

Technology at the time of the PDP-9 was still discrete PNP transistor (-3
volt signals), capacitor-diode gate, packaged, on single, double and quad

height standard double-sided Flip-Chip modules. Although some integrated
circuits were available, there were no standards set yet and no cost or

speed advantage from using IC's. These modules, whose size was

approximately 2-1/2 in. (5 in. or 10 in.) by 5-1/2 in., were plugged into

an assembly of 144-pin connector blocks using 24 gauge wire-wrap pins as

the interconnect media. The basic hardware was identical to that used for

the PDP-7.

The central factor in the technology was the speed of core memory. A new

memory design using 30 mil inside diameter cores and a driving sense

structure known as 2-1/2 D (in contrast to the standard coincident current

microsecond. The memory was oriented to an 8K organization which offered a

6 Kumd

selection: ter 6) allowed the memory to cy*le at a rate of 1
PD

see ha
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cost advantage. It must be noted that discrete components logic costs were

high compared to memory, but memory limited system performance. The PDP-7

had a 1.75 microsecond memory cycle; the system performance of the PDP-9

was improved by a factor of 1.75 over that of the PDP-7.

Other improvements which reduced cost and improved maintainability and

reliability were also implemented. The major cost improvement was the

implementation of an I/O Bus, a concept derived from the PDP-5 and 6. The

bus was daisy-chained from device to device using twisted pair cables.

Compared with the PDP-7 which was custom wired for each option, this
technique provided uniformity in I/O backplane wiring; it allowed

independent development, manufacturing and test of 1/0 options and

simplified field installation of options. Also, it allowed costs to be

associated with each option rather than being initially higher as in the

radial scheme. The bus structure created the illusion that systems of

unlimited size\could be built.
otf eptzone hoot tobe plannd fr m curb precesser.

The I/0 control extended the features of earlier models by implementing an

eight level nested automatic priority interrupt facility and a data channel

transfer facility. The Automatic Priority Interrupt (API) had four levels
of hardware interrupt capability available at the I/O Bus and four levels

of software priority. The data channel transfer facility was the same as a

direct memory channel except in the location of word count and current

address registers. The I/0 structure was designed to allow these control

registers to be implemented in core memory, further attesting to the fact

that core was cheaper than logic. (This scheme was first used in PDP-4

with the Type 57A magnetic tape control.)
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Access channel (DMA) has-been the most disappointing part
The speed requirement dictated the use of an extra

wor

Set of data and address lines which were carried between the DMA device and

the memory bus multiplexer via an extra set of cables. Also, a second port
Lov highto memory was required. The idea of a "clean" bus cabling scheme was not triste

possible because of the extra radial lines required. (Alternatively, we dencra

might have slowed the machine down to handle the transfers.)

The PDP-9 was the first microprogram controlled processor implemented at

DEC. Although in itself a technological advancement, it was also an

interesting precursor of things to come. The structure of the processor is
shown in Fig. earlier designs.

It used a more general data path through an adder compared to the ad hoc

register structure of the earlier machines. A 64-word, 36-bit,
212-nanosecond cycle read-only, rope, magnetic memory was used as the

Note its simplicity compared to the

microprogrammed control store for the processor. The design allowed for

easy bench modification in the event the microcode required changing. The

original concept of a unary encoded control soon was lost in the

complexities of the design. Encoding the bits was the resulting compromise

position which eliminated the possiblity of providing special purpose

machines (we had hoped for) by a simple ROM change. The size of the

control memory further constrained the extendability and use of the

microprogram control. It would have been nice to be able to build in

floating point arithmetic. There were not enough words.

A further testimony to the power of control store was the fact that the

extended arithmetic element, a hardware 36-bit multiply/divide option, was
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implemented with only six single height flip chip modules. By comparison,
the processor occupied about 320 module slots or a total printed circuit
board area of 3,100 sq.in. This area also included the optional arithmetic
element and much of the I/0 control; thus it was about half the size of the

earlier machines. (We also found an error in the PDP-1 signed integer
divide algorithm.) A discrete carry adder which developed the carry over

18 bits in under 30 nsec. was necessary in order to meet the performance

goals.

Except for the 300 wire field change on the first ten processor backplanes,

the PDP-9 enjoyed a good reputation for performance and up time. It was

later accompanied by the cost reduced version PDP-9/L. The cost reduction

took the form of a new (and somewhat cumbersome) power supply design, a 4

Kword memory design which used the Teletype 33 ASR (Automatic Send-Receive

- with paper tape) instead of separate paper tape reader and punch. The

memory planes were borrowed from the PDP-8 line and adapted to provide half

the memory in half the space. The life of the 9/L was comparatively short,

for it was soon overtaken by the PDP~15.



PDP-15 (Gerry Butler)

Unlike its predecessors, the PDP-15 was designed to provide a range of

Systems with both hardware and software. While the early 18-bit machines

evolved to include several configurations, the notion of a planned range

Was explicit from the start. As it turned out, the PDP-15 evolved over a

considerably wider range than was anticipated. Table shows the various

systems and options which served as bases for new systems, but only those

models through the 15/40 were planned from the start.

As in the past, the goal was to provide a better cost/performance than the

PDP-9. The PDP-7 to PDP-9 transition did not provide a big cost

improvement. The PDP-15 semiconductor technology provided the impetus for

a new implementation. The 7400 and 74HOO series integrated circuits of

transistor logic (TTL) permitted clock speeds of 10 to 20 Mhz, lower costs

and higher packing densities (for lower packaging costs). The basic Crows
PDP-15/10 turned out to be the smallest (see phete-t5 of the 18-bit PORG,

series, while providing a number of options and additional features

including an additional instruction set with an index and limit register.

Also, the memory size was extended to 131 Kwords of memory. A separate

control unit, called the I/O processor, handled the bookkeeping for the I/0

channels and I/O bus. Figure shows a fundamentally smaller

ror. 4.
system (including the core memory). Note the two processors occupy only a

third of the cabinet space, yet are faster and have more capability: Also
t

note that the packaging reverted to the simplicity of the earlier PDP-1 4
4

no
Swing
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Table Ds: The PDP-15 family of 18-bit computer systems

= z

PDP-15/10

(Basic Paper Tape System)

PDP-15/20

(Keyboard Monitor using

DECTape File System)

PDP-15/30

(Background/Foreground)

PagePDP-15
G. Bell VWSV/TT

Hardware

CPU

4K Memory

Teletype

CPU

8K Memory

EAE

Paper Tape

DECTape

Teletype

CPU

16K Memory

EAE

API

Memory Protect

Clock

Paper Tape

DECTape

Software

Assembler

Editor

Debugger

Utilities

Keyboard Monitor

Fortran IV

Focal

PIP

Utilities

B/F Monitor

Fortran IV

Focal

PIP

Utilities
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2 Teletypes

PDP-15/35

(15/30 with Disks)

PDP-15/40

(Disk Based B/F) CPU Disk B/F Monitor

24K Memory Fortran IV

EAE Focal

API PIP

Memory Protect Utilities
Clock

Paper Tape

DECTape

524K Fixed Hd. Disk

2 Teletypes

PDP-15/50

(16K memory based)

PDP-15/76 15/40 + PDP-11 11-based File and

I/0 Device

Management
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@ Unlike its predecessors, the change from discrete transistors to integrated
circuits did cause perterbations in the 18-bit evolution since the ICs used

ground and +5 volt logic signals, compared to the ground and -3 volt
signals of its predecessors. This change caused a great break with the

past in terms of using earlier peripherals. A block diagram to the final,
evolved state of the PDP-15/76 is shown in Fig. The initial
design did not have floating point arithmetic, but the project was started
and 50% completed prior to the first shipment. Table shows the

effect of a built-in data-type. The PDP-11 (and the Unibus) did not exist
at PDP-15 introduction time. Hence, the initial structure had only a

connection to memory, two processors, and an 1/0 bus that was somewhat

compatible with the PDP-9 (so that equipment could be designed for either

2b

PDP-9 or PDP-15). There were well-defined initial goals which are

@ described below. Finally, there is a discussion of the evolution beyond

naling
Table Freat: FP15 Computation T,Wit

the initial design.

Was With

Program Type Software Time FP15 'Speed Up*

Matrix Inversion 12 Sec. 5 Sec. 2.4

Fourier Transform 16.9 Sec. 2.9 Sec. 5.8

Least Squares Fit 5.1 Sec. -7 Sec. 7 3

Test of all F.P. Functions 11.4 See. 1.4 Sec. 8.1

A Physics Application Program 37 Sec. 3 Sec. 12.3
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OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS

Most objectives were achieved or exceeded. The following is a summary of
various explicit goals, together with the decisions and results of the

decisions.

850 Nanosecond Cycle Time

An 800 nsec. cycle time exceeded our (850 ns) objective, but it was

difficult for several reasons:

The CPU, memory, and I/0 were made asynchronous to reduce I/0

latency reduction. The synchronizing logic was complicated and

resulted in significant circuit delays.

A DC (round trip) interlocked memory bus was used in order to

handle speed-independent memories. This caused communications

delays.

To minimize cabling, we shared one set of lines for address and

data to memory. This caused additional communication delays.

Manufacturing Cost

We exceeded our manufacturing cost goal in the first fifty units. In

the process, we learned that the majority of costs were in the mechanical

packaging. Sights were set on reducing cabling, using a single power
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harness which could be built and tested on a jig, and using standard H911

mounting panels for logic. The cabling was reduced to:

1- console cable

1- teletype cable

2- memory bus cables ( 1

-_ t I/O bus cable assembly (
)
) a

In trying to limit console cabling, a time division multiplex communication

scheme was designed to get enough signals to the lights. , The lamp filament

was used as the storage element at the console. This was| the machine's

only patent. Ultimately the logic was too complex: when the console

failed, it was harder to fix than the processor. pn

dn dare fash 4 number
é

Improved Priority Interrupt Latency ° t stqnabe
4, | a

Same Wilts on a

We were not able to reduce interrupt latency to the two microsecond goal.

With parity, memory protect and relocate options implemented, and with

adder and synchronizing delays, a four microsecond time was achieved, which

was acceptable in the system.

One Cabinet Package

The CPU, 1/0 processor, console and 32 Kword memory were packaged in one

cabinet, but it was close. There are virtually no spare module slots in

the CPU.
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I/O Bus Length

The I/0 Bus was extended to 75 feet by switching to a terminated bus. The

PDP-9 used an unterminated transmission line with diode clamps. The PDP-15

has cleaner signals and no reflections. A new set of bus driver/receiver
modules were designed which were faster and offered less bus loading. The

penalty paid was higher power consumption and greater power supply costBhan. POP-4

Minimum Multi-User Protection Scheme

The least expensive multi-user protection scheme was provided in the form

of a relocation register and a boundary register. Because it was marketed

as an option, it degraded the machine more than necessary. However, the

minimum machine cost was kept within the target.

Better Maintainability

A means to look at more than 400 signal points was provided in the logic.
This, coupled with the single step feature allowed troubleshooting of the

machine from the console without an oscilliscope. As it turned out, this

feature was used infrequently because of the required training.

PPP-9 Compatibility

PDP-9 instruction compatibility was achieved, but with three minor

exceptions. These caused no customer or DEC software problems, to our

knowledge.
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@ Minimum Semiconductor Types

Since the PDP-15 was one of the first DEC computers to use ICs extensively,
it was important to minimize the number of logic types. The PDP-15 has 21

semiconductor types. This includes ICs, transistors, and diodes. All are

trom

No Twisted Pairs

Having no twisted pairs in the backplane was a tough goal to achieve

because there was no inexpensive wiring capability at the time. We

achieved this goal, but logic had to be moved before the machine could be
? vod

pade easily and reliably.

Fixed Configuration Rules with Field Installation of Options

The PDP-15 has fixed configuration rules and very easy field installation

of options. This required more space (partially full cabinets) and as a

result the cost is slightly higher.
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Improve ProducibiJity

Margin testing of the PDP-15 was planned using a combination of varying
logic timing and temperature. Special test equipment was provided for the

production line to allow rapid heat cycling of CPUs and memories. In

addition, a fast program loader system was designed around a PDP-8 with

multiple DECtape units. Diagnostic programs could be loaded into the

memory of a unit being tested by merely pressing a button. This saved

considerable time in computer check-out.

Subassembly replacement was planned at the final assembly and test group.

The concept was that if a processor, memory, power supply or whatever

failed to work when it was integrated into a system, the whole subassembly

would be replaced and sent back to its appropriate test line rather than

doing the repair in the area. This process proved impractical, as the

production line was never filled with enough material to allow this to take

place.

Early First Customer Ship

The first PDP-15 was to be shipped eighteen months after commencement of

the project. We ran into a number of difficulties during the project,

including personnel turnover, which caused a two-month slip.

Budget

The project was finished at about 92% of budget.
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New Peripheral Desiens (excent, Direct, Memory Accegs Contro]jerg) Were to
Work on Both PDP-9 and PDP-15

This goal was met, newer devices were used on the PDP-9 by changing the

receiver/driver modules. The PDP-15 was the first 18-bit machine to use IC

positive logic (versus older negative transistor series logic), bus

conversion signals were required in order to be able to use the PDP-9

peripheral controllers.
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(yXMenory Evolution

While we have not commented on the memory packaging per se, it is worth

noting the evolution that transpired between the PDP-1 and PDP-15.

Toh + Memon 4 PD?-1
PDP-1 PPP-15 PPP-15 (ME15) PD P-18

(MEIC)

Year 1960 Iga
Stack size 4 Kwords 8 Kwords Jom
Cycle time (microseconds) 5 0.8 0.980 a sis
Density (words/cabinet) 12 Kwords 48 Kwords 96 Kwords 7

(32 Kwords

with CPU

@ included)

Size electronics 1/3 cabinet 1/12 cabinet 1/24 cabinet 7

Configuration 3D stack 5 planes,

a
Kwords

br*

4 bits/plane;

planar stack

Core size 30 mil 18 mil 18 mil 7

Wires/Core 4 3 3 7

Price (20,00 [2,090 Z,us0

The Processor and Its Evolution
73

features used in earlier designs. It has a basic data path structure which
Figure shows the of the processor. It is based on elements and

hace strachun

permits the results from any of the eleven registers to be read into the

@ arithmetic unit and back into the registers. On the other hand, in order to
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operate at high speeds, a number of separate registers such as the Step

Counter, Program Counter, and Multiplier-Quotient registers must operate in

parallel with the basic data path. In this way, significant overlap occurs,
which is necessary in order to achieve the 800 nanosecond memory cycle time.

Here, the reader should note the change by design philosophy from the PDP-4,

which contained only four registers in the basic machine. With integrated

circuits, the goal of minimizing registers is less important. The first major

extension to the PDP-15 was the addition of a floating point processor (Fig.
to enable it to perform well in the scientific/computation

marketplace using FORTRAN and other algorithmic languages. with pBderhe
pointaddition of the FP15 the time for a programmed floating point operations was

reduced from 100-200 microseconds to 10-15 microseconds, giving about a factor

of 10 increase in FORTRAN performance. The additional floating point unit

required a number of additional instructions. The irony of this extension is

23

that the PDP-11, miereproeeesers and nearly allmeehine ISP extensions hava

exactly follow this evolution!
vw computer

Two' Processor PDP-15 (Bob Gray)

The product line had sold a system that was a dual processor. From the sale

came the MX15, a dual port memory, which eventually was transferred to the

PDP-15 standard product line. The MX15 also expanded memory to the full 128

Kwords built into the PDP-15 addressing structure. The unit occupied a single

rack and used the M series logic cards. Since there was space to add a third

"port" within the rack unit, the MX15 turned out to be a three port device.

At the time, the lab breadboard was, indeed, an impressive array of three

cabinets containing 128 Kwords of memory and two processors.
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The logic included what went

unrecognized as a "synchronizer"* problem for some two months despite reviews

by some senior engineers. Once the problem was recognized the design went to

a quick completion. Since the multiport memory has three inputs to

synchronize, it can become unstable.

Unichannel 15/76 (PPP-15 + PPP-11) ~ also POM-IS/XvM

The Unichannel began as a problem: find the most cost-effective way to attach

the RK05 disk to the PDP-15. After a review of the problem, it became clear

that the correct way to put the RK05 on the PDP-15 was to use an -11

processor, together with the RK05 controller on PDP-11. The key reason was

not the cost of modifying the RK05 disk controller, rather, it was the cost

of doing new diagnostics that would have to be executed in PDP-15 code.

Another reason was the ease of adding other PDP-11 family peripherals. Our

project was to run somewhat over six months and had a budget for the hardware

of about $75K.

As the system design progressed, it became clear that the PDP-11 could run

other PDP-11 family peripherals. Since most development and production

resources were directed to the 16-bit, PDP-11 series, all factors favored

using existing peripherals rather than inventorying a new set for PDP-15. The

list of peripherals quickly included communications lines, plotter, printer,

and card equipment. It was also conceived as a PDP-15. Tlgure oh st 15476)
40

shows the options of the PDP-15/76 and Fig. (rentvuel5/7%) shows the physical

@ cabinets together with powers, etc.
#A classical logic design problem that has turned out to be "theoretically"
unsolvable. When synchronizing (detecting) the presence of an event occurring
at a random time with a fixed clock event, a small amount of energy is

iw)
time.

available to set flip-flop
signal, it can go into an undecided state undecided for

When a flip-flop is triggered with a small
relatively long of (or a
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The project had a very small, but excellent staff. Al Helenius, did much of
the logic design of the memory multiplexer device using M series logic
modules. It was first operational in early November 1972. In general the

hardware part of the program went very smoothly. The complexity and size of
the software task was clearly underestimated. Rick Hully proposed an

operating system structure that, for the era and initial application, was both

elegant, advanced and yet straightforward. However, the successful system

operation depended on more software. The reality was that we had evolved to a

true "multiprocessor" system. Today the industry has begun to use the term

"back-end processor" or "file-processor" for what was accomplished on the

PDP-15 in the early seventies. (Also, this structure was used by IBM in their
coupled 7090/7044 system and in their 360 Attached Support Processor.)

It is interesting that the dual processor structure is again receiving
attention as microcomputers make the CPU no longer a restricted resource, but

one to be used generously throughout a system. The UNICHANNEL and 15/76

programs hold much valuable technical experience that has yet to be exploited

or understood, even within DEC. One of the major reasons for the slow

diffusion of this innovation has been the ongoing controversy of using

"symmetrical multiprocessing" or "specialized task oriented multiprocessing".

The current activity, in my opinion, vindicates the specialized approach,

which the 18-bit computer line understood years ago.

#A clasgical logic design problem that has tured out to be "th oretical\unsolvabke. When synchronizhag (detecting) the presence of an eWent occuring
at a randdw time with a fixed alock event, a smal\ amount of ener 18
available set flip-flop en flip-flop is iggered with mall
signal, it go into an undecid state undecided relatively ng of
time.
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Unichannel Results

From a market and user viewpoint, the 15/76 was successful. Users were able

to offload I/O and file processing and at, the same time, obtain much lower

priced peripherals. About 100 were delivered, and 300 were retrofit to

existing PDP-15 installations.



PDP-4 (Gordon Bell)

The PDP-4 was designed to extend DEC's line of computers by offering 5/8 of
the performance of the PDP-1 at about 1/2 the price. We believed that the

demand for computers was completely elastic. The first delivery of the

PDP-4 was made in the summer of 1962, about six months after the project
x

was started. H- was designed and implemented rapidly by myself, Bill
Colburn, who was a technician at the time, and Don White, who designed

three additional special modules Figure 9 shows the basic computer with 4

fell

or 8 Kwords of memory, Teletype 28 KSR, and 300 char/sec. paper tape reader

together with the optional paper tape punch.

Basic
GOALS, CONSTRAINTS AND RE DESIGN DECISIONS

The primary goal of the PDP-4 was to have a mini(mal) to implement

computer, yet one that was extremely easy to program, to configure, and to

interconnect to real time and process control equipment. The

Instruction-Set Processor (ISP) was in some respects simpler than that of
12-bi +

the/PDP-5 because memory was directly addressable. The ISP is given in
A

Table 1 and can be compared with that of the PDP-1. It had only 16 basic

instructions. The block diagram of the processors, memory and the I/0

interface section of the computer is shown in Fig. 10.

The Small machine +
The notion of a much smaller machine started in the fall of 1961 with a

discussion of process control applications with Foxboro Corporation and

ded A
various customers. Tats machine, called the DC 12 (for *

wes proposed 5
i+

Controller)/
was a 12-bit computer which would be oriented to process-
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control-data-collection and laboratoryprocessing applications. It
incorporated ideas that Wesley Clark was developing when he designed the

Laboratory Instrument Computer (LINC) at Lincoln Laboratory and we studied

the CDC 160. In the true tradition of the minicomputer, it was the

smallest machine I could imagine. Note, Fhe DC 12 became the PDP-5 whiter

-was (built in the Spring of
1963)

for a PDP-4 process control front-end

application. ( The PDP-5 ISP was specified in detail by Alan Kotok We had

worked on a daisy chain I/O Bus (also for PDP-6, which was being done

concurrently) architecture to reduce the cost of interfacing. The logic
design of the PDP-5 was carried out by Edson De Castro, an applications

engineer responsible for building the analog front end for a reactor

control computer system for the Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited at Chalk

River. The control computer was a PDP-4, but an elaborate analog

monitoring system was needed for the front end. Hence, after visiting
Chalk River in the winter of 1962 we decided on the PDP-5 as the simplest

and most reliable method to carry out the task.

The decision to switch from a 12-bit to an 18-bit design was taken very

lightly in December 1962. In retrospect, it may have been a poor decision.

We probably should have evolved the PDP-1 to a lower cost design. Although

it is difficult to remember the events surrounding the decision, I now

(perhaps poorly) recollect a number of reasons, Tkese-were reactive to

PDP-1 experience. These included
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1, Simple machines with few instructions for a given number of data-types

perform nearly as well those with lots of instructions. Much of my own

programming experience was using TX-0. I felt a significantly simpler

18-bit machine could be built than the PDP-1. This turned out to be true

as the PDP-4 processor was implemented in less than 1/2 the space of the

PDP-1, although it's unclear whether the size reduction was due to a

Simpler architecture, a much better logical design implementation or

increased logic packing density.

I could build a better machine the second time around (actually 3rd or 4th

if one counted MIT's Whirlwind and TX-0 computers). This belief was

2.

coupled with some new ideas about architecture.

a. I had conceived the idea of auto-incrementing memory registers. This

allowed vectors to be accessed easily instead of using index registers

(which were more expensive to implement), and performed about as well.

b. The PDP-1 used one's complement arithmetic and this was especially

poor for doing fast multiple precision and floating point arithmetic

which our users needed.

ec. Two control instructions were changed so that they did not effect the

AC and interfere with the arithmetic instructions. The jump to

subroutine stored the return in the program (a convention that would

not be used today) and the index and skip instruction only operated on

memory.
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d. There were several features of the PDP-1 that cost logic without

adding much to performance (e.g., program flags, and sense switches

which were equivalent to IBM's sense lights). The wired-in program

(read-in mode) to control the automatic reading of paper tape was also

eliminated. Also, in general, the goal was to build a modular design

such that the optional equipment cost was associated with the option

instead of being wired-in to all machines.

e. The PDP-1 used a 4 Kword memory before memory bank switching; but much

of the useful system software required 8 Kwords of memory. I felt
(erroneously) that making a machine that would directly access 8

Kwords of memory would be ideal. (Little did I understand that

programs expand to fill nearly any physical memory size--another

possible corollary of Parkinson's Law.) However it did turn out that

most PDP-4's stayed within the 8 Kword constraint although the machine

would operate with up to 32 Kword of memory.

3. I wanted to use the Teletype Model 28 instead of a modified IBM Model B

typewriter on PDP-1 to get better system MIBF and easy servicing.

4, The logical design of the PDP-1 though quite straightforward was not very

tight. It had redundant terms and the instructions weren't encoded to

simplify the implementation. I felt that starting over, with a new ISP,

was the only way to get a significantly smaller machine.
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5. We had both peripherals and memories for the PDP-1 and these could be used

immediately to assist the implementation of a computer. This pushed us to

an 18-bit (versus 12-bit) design.
Sofware

B from pageto

t. Ase
At he tine of the PDP-4 y pec

Furthermore, there stitl was not any understanding or concern on eur part

about the high cost of producing software. Since the PDP-1 was generally used

in dedicated applications, there was no concern for system software, hence no

notion that a new machine should capitalize on previous software. DEC had

invested very little in the PDP-1 software; the users generated their own

programs. M.I.T. had contributed a good macro assembler, linking loader, and

interactive debugging program - DDT. Bolt, Beranek and Newman had contributed

various subprograms. Because of this, there wasn't a knowledge of software

cost nor was there an apparent need to know. It was easy to believe that a

small part of the savings in the cost of a simpler machine could easily pay to

write new software.

Now, I regard the PDP-1 compatibility of the "4" to be a constraint in a new

design. Furthermore, any new machine should be on an improving (with time)

cost/performance line (as discussed in the final section). At that time there

were about twenty PDP-1's installed at the time, and fifty were eventually

built. A compatible machine could probably have been built that would have

interpretHed most of the PDP-1 programs, offer improved cost/per formance ratio

features, and still not have been very much larger than the original PDP-4.

Mavket
We had a fairly clear idea of whom the machine would serve. The PDP-4 was to

be used predominately for process control, with some use in the laboratory for
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activities such as pulse height anlysis and data gathering, in much the same

way as PDP-1, but it would be smaller and easier to use. We were talking with

Foxboro about applications at Nabisco for baking control (with manual

override) and to Corning about the control of a glass tube manufacturing

process. We installed machines at both companies. Since Foxboro had been

using a 24-bit RCA control computer, it is conceivable that they also

influenced us to decide on 18-bits instead of the 12-bit DC 12 we had proposed

in order to speed control calculations and be more in line with conventions

and intuition.
The Tustvuchon Set Processov

(EQ: need
S10 Stvuctuve

The I/O interconnection was especially important so that users could connect

equipment easily. The I/0 section was called the Real Time Control and

included the capability to interface with PDP-1 peripherals. The structure of

the PDP-4 with its options is shown in Fig. 11. We did not consider the 1/0

bus structure (party line or daisy chain) that was developed for the PDP-5 one

year later but focused on improving the more conventional radial scheme that

was used on computers at that time (e.g., PDP-1). This permitted peripheral

compatibility. In effect, the I/O bus was a few inches long, and consisted of

an area where cable drivers and input gates could be patched (via taper pins)

to special cables and equipment.
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Process control was really process monitoring since computers were supposedly

not reliable enough for control. As a result, we had slightly better input

capabilities than output cable drive. The I/0 was wired with taper pins to

create a very flexible patch panel for ease in wiring controllers together

Within the same or adjacent racks. In fact, a complete PDP-4 with card

reader, magnetic tape, display, and other options required only three bays,

and many systems could fit within the two standard bays (see Fig. 12). This

was less than half the size of a comparable PDP-1 system.

Another consideration in the 1/0 structure was the ability to count events.

This was used in scientific applications and in control to measure flow (e.g.,
via flow meters) or to count discrete items. Options such as a 16-channel

clock used memory for event counting. This feature was implemented by having

the device access a memory cell and then rewrite its contents plus one, thus

changing the contents of memory as it is rewritten. Counting could occur at

event rates up to 125 Khz.

This basic counting capability enabled the design of a relatively low cost,

high performance direct memory access feature called the three cycle data

break. This feature was first used in the Type 57A Magnetic Tape Controller

for PDP-4. A direct memory access transmission via three cycle data break

occurred as follows:

1. the word count word (in memory) to control the block length is incremented;

2. the pointer word (in memory) to the memory location being transferred is

incremented; and finally
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3. the data word pointed to is transferred between memory and the i/o device.

Mervto
MAINTENANCE hewn care

Maintenance was especially important although parity memory was not used in

the design. In addition to having a very simple architecture and a

Straightforward implementation, designers exercised a great deal of care in

the logical design structure and the maintenance documentation. The machine

instruction-set description only occupied one page, and the logical design

flowchart (state diagram) was contained on one D-size drawing The logical
design drawings for the processor occupied seven D-size sheets.

As a further refinement to understanding the machine operation, each signal
name source was named with a prefix to match one of the seven drawing names

This convention was carried forward through many DEC machines. The operator's
The console (seeconsole included several functions to assist maintenance.

Fig. 13) had a speed control to enable the console functions (read, read next,

write, write next, start, continue) to be repeated at a variable clock rate.

This simplified testing by permitting a scope to be used easily The most

useful console functions were the reading and writing of information from the

next location of memory. Thus, one could perform simple checks on memory by

observing the contents of memory locations indicated by the console lights.
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PHYSICAL STRUCTURE/IMPLEMENTATION)
-

The main basis for building a new machine is a new technology. In this case,
DEC had been extending its main business, the sale of logic modules, by

extending the lower cost, slower speed, 500 Khz version of the 5 Mhz modules

that were used in the PDP-1. The 500 Khz systems were significantly less

expensive to build since they used germanium alloy transistors versus the MADT

transistors for a 50% cost savings under the 5 Mhz modules. Some of the

modules operated at a 1 Mhz clock. By being significantly slower, they were

easier to use and more reliable because of the lower data rate and wider clock

pulse. At the lower speed, two techniques further reduced the cost:

diode-transistor logic versus one transistor per gate in the original
circuits (with the wider clock); and capacitor-diode gates for the AND gates

to registers. These techniques permitted: increased densities; lower speed

and greater noise immumity; greater reliability through fewer active

components; and much lower cost. Furthermore, we could now design the several

dedicated modules including the accumulator and Teletype interface. Since the

system modules only had 22 pins (18 pins for signals), the increased densities

could not be directly applied to logical functions. We added a 10-pin

connector on the back of each module for the register transfer gating signals

so that bit-slice architecture could be used. In this way, one bit of the

accumulator register and all the input gates were packaged on a single module

as shown in Fig. 14.

The multi-stable state device was an especially interesting logic circuit

devised (and patented) to simplify the control section of PDP-4. This circuit

was a generalization of a flip-flop to n-stable states using n, n-1 input NAND

gates wired ina cross-coupled way. I received a patent for the circuit and
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it was subsequently used in other computers and in the module line.
Main

Another important consideration in the design was FORTRAN and scientific Section 6

computation. This in turn influenced us to quickly design of the Extended

Arithmetic Element. Our first users were adamant that they would write

process control applications in a higher level language. We briefly
considered ALGOL 60, but quickly decided to provide a FORTRAN II for the

PDP-4. It turned out that a few users did use FORTRAN, but most early users

stayed with assembly language programming.
EVALUATION

THE-MARKET<- lower case

A from pre S

PDP-4 had limited success, although it did meet the corporate profit standard.

It didn't sell as well as we expected, or obey the characteristics of having a

completely elastic demand--relative to demand for the PDP-1. This simplified

demand model was to accommodate improvements we expected from technological

advances. This model is discussed in the final section. Thus, in order to

meet the elastic demand, a machine released two years later should have been

priced less, and featured the same performance as the PDP-1. (Alternatively

it could be priced much lower to account for the relatively poor per formance. )

In summary, the PDP-4 was neither agressive enough in performance nor price.

(The same argument is made about the PDP-8/S.) Like most other first

implementations of a series (i.e., PDP-1, PDP-5, PDP-6, LINC/8, PDP-14,

PDP-11/20) the PDP-4 performed the poorest, financially, of the 18-bit series.

The PDP-7, 9, 9/L and 15 were necessary follow ons that utilized the software

and hardware option base developed for PDP-4.



PDP-7 (Ron Wilson)

The original concept of the PDP-7 (or what finally was named the PDP-7)

Started with the design of the PDP-1/D. The PDP-1/D was a modified design

of the PDP-1 implementing a memory bus concept (stemming from PDP-6) and

fy time shaving
Some logic te-faeititate _timeshared_systems. The initial plans were to

Some higher olensity
simply repackage the PDP-1 weilising some-newer-designed systems modules of

Proce SSo v
a higher density and to reduce theacycle time order to speed up-

a goal of
--this provided much better performance at a lower price. He Of all

faet, PDP-7 had the best gain in performance/price over its predecessors(Compters, +he

Per 1 and PrP ') of all 18 bit somputere-

GOALS AND ConSTRAINTS
Ane PDe- had

Because a more extensive software and peripheral hardware option base,
+ yather rham rhe PDP)

the PDP-7 was switched to be a follow-on to,the PPP -4 Thus, primary

design goals were to maintain program compatibility with the PDP-4 and to

provide an increased performance at a lower price. Therefore the 1/0

interface scheme was constrained by the timing and structure of the past

computers. My personal goal was to sell 120 systems, a number greater than

the combined total of the other DEC computer systems sold at that time.

These goals, although sounding quite broad, were rather restrictive,

especially the requirement for program and peripheral compatibility.

The performance goal was to decrease the cycle time from 8 microseconds to

1.75 microseconds. This was a rather ambitious goal and required designing

a special set of modules called the Blue Line (the high speed series,

within the new Flip Chip modules). They were based on our 10 megahertz

systems modules. The whole module series would consist of various speed
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ranges and would be as general purpose as possible. The central processor

and the memory used the high speed (10 Mhz clock) Blue Line series. The

I/O section of the system, although originally implemented using the Blue

and White series, was later redesigned to use a majority of R-series

modules (2 Mhz clock).

Time was considered a very important factor in the design of the PDP-7.

The entire logic implementation was undertaken by myself and one assistant,
Jack Williams. Later we were joined by a Field Serviceman, Don Zereski,

who literally hand-built the first production system to be delivered. The

project started on April 1, 1964, and the first production system was

delivered December 22, 1964 (see Fig. 15).

Program compatibility between the PDP-4 and the PDP-7 (although maintained

generally) was slightly modified in the 1/0 section. The KSR28 as used on

the PDP-4 was a 5~level Baudot code. A shift to the ASCII 8-level code had

already started in the industry, and we wanted to use the KSR33 (Keyboard

Send-Receive -- no paper tape) as the system input/output device. This

necessitated a test at the front end of all programs to see if the system

was a PDP-4 or a PDP-7. Other than this, an upward compatibility was

maintained even though several additional instructions were added along

with a trap feature and option multi-level interrupt to allow multi-user

environments. Also, note the addition of a program read-in mode to the

console (see Fig. 16).
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ere:

1. A complete line of new modules, the Flip Chip series, had to be

developed to implement the design of the computer, although the

circuits had been tested in the PDP-6.

2. New connector blocks had to be obtained to hold the modules. (This

design was concurrent with PDP-8.)

3. New wire-wrap techniques had to be devised to ease labor requirements

and speed up wiring systems. A program was ultimately developed for

the PDP-4 for wire routing and controlling the Gardner-Denver automatic

wiring machinery.

4, System layouts had to be developed to facilitate wire-wrapping.

5. Mechanical packaging and cooling had to be altered to hold systems

wire-wrapped panels. The air plenum scheme used in PDP-1, 4 and 5 was

completely blocked by the new connector blocks.

6. Memory control and stack were carried out by a memory design engineer,

Derrick Chin, who coordinated his design with the processor logic

design.

The ambitious design and time goals on the PDP-7 project were met by long

hours and much cooperation of a large number of people in the many

different departments. The module design engineers designed the lay-out,
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supervised the manufacturing and specified the testing of hundreds of
modules. The mechanical engineering department designed and ordered

connector blocks which were originally purchased from an outside source.

Physical /mtImplementation
ZA semi-automatic wire-wrapping technique was developed to allow a much

higher speed production of wire-wrapped back planes. Also a Gardner Denver

automatic wire-wrap machine was ordered and the programs to control it were

developed. Mechanical block holders were designed to mount the connector

blocks in the cabinets.

A system diagram of the PDP-7 processor is given in Fig. 17 showing the

options and the general interconnection scheme. It was fundamentally the

same structure as its predecessors, as it was designed for use with many of

the earlier peripheral controllers. [Faysicarty, the PDP-7 was larger than

the PDP-4, its predecessor, because the console was mounted on the side

plane instead of the end. This mounting of the console facilitated

Maintenance. Notice (see Fig. 18) that the number of logic panels for the

processor was the same as in the PDP-4, even though the printed circuit

board area was slightly greater using the new modules (PDP-4 was 6 x 25 x

5-1/2 x 4 = 3300 sq.in., and the PDP-7 was 6 x 2 x 32 x 2-1/4 x 3-7/8" =

3348 sq.in.). Although it does not show in the diagrams or photos, a

significant volume of the machine contained cable connectors to various

subassemblies. The PDP-7 improved the cabling by having all the connectors

in the backplane so that all wiring could be done as a single operation.

The third bay of the PDP-7 housed the console equipment (that had been on

an extra table in the PDP-1 and -4).
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Processor
Figure 19 shows the structure of the processors with its registers and the

interface to I/0 equipment and to core memory. Note the structure and

TH

Style of design was fundamentally that used in the earlier designs

(suitably modified for the higher speed technology). In fact, using the

notion of chapter 0, PDP-1 and -4 have identical architectures, very
similar implementations, and radically different realizations. In order to

use the slower (PDP-4 compatible) I/0 equipment, special pulses were used

\ when a slow cycle of 8 microseconds was requested. The I/0 section and new

options were designed to operate at the 1.75 microsecond cycle rate.

Ev ALUKTION
Tne Mavket
The PDP-7 was a successful project; it did sell over 120 systems. Design

costs, excluding module and labor costs, were less than $100,000.

Technically, it was a very sound system which developed an excellent

reputation for reliability. Quite a few PDP-7s are still in operation.

3

PDP-9 BEGINNINGS

As the design phase of the PDP-7 neared an end and production models were

being delivered, two developments occurred that made us consider an

improved production model. The R-series Flip Chip modules were lower cost,

lower speed and more complete than the B-series forming the processor.

After analyzing the configurations being ordered, we were able to redesign

the I/O panel. The new I/0 panel was designed using as many R-series

modules as possible. The controls for several of the most popular

peripherals were prewired into it to reduce the amount of special wiring

required to produce a system. We tagged this improvement as the PDP-7A.

With the PDP-7A now completed, our thoughts turned to the next generation
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system. Many more tools were now in place to allow some significant
improvements in system design. The Gardner Denver automatic wire-wrapping

system had been installed and was ready for use. We started on our next

system which we called the 7X project (it later became the PDP-9). The

design criteria called for the following:

1. It would be completely automatic wire-wrappable.

2. A system with 8 Kwords would sell for approximately $35,000.

In order to meet these goals, a new cabinet design was started so that we

could mount the wire-wrap frames. This cabinet also required better air

flow characteristics because of the high density of the logic then

available. Past cabinets pulled air from the floor which was not a

desirable feature in many installations, so a horizontal air flow system

was implemented.

The system costs were becoming a major factor. To meet our price goals,

the computer was divided both logically and physically into three

divisions: 1 - Memory, 2 - Central Processor, 3 - Input/Output Logic.

This was done to allow us to control and calculate costs more closely.

The cabinet design was completed, and with the logic design moving ahead

smoothly, the project was taken over by Larry Seligman who had designed the

Extended Arithmetic Element for the PDP-7.



PDP-9 and 9/L (Don Vonada)

The PDP-9 (see Fig. 20) was introduced in August 1966 and a less expensive

Gversion, the PDP-9/L was introduced in November, 1968. Figure 21 shows ho

the logic was mounted in three self-cooled frame sections, each capable of

holding eight rows of forty modules. Each section had self-contained final

power regulations (occupying four module spaces). A system block diagram

of the PDP-9 (Fig. 22) shows how the PDPs have evolved to the 1/0 and

memory bus structured computer. This scheme is in contrast to the radial

structure of the earlier 18-bit computers and provided greater modularity.

Technology at the time still discrete PNP transistor (-3

volt signals), capacitor-diode gate, packagedgy on single, double and quad

height standard double-sided Flip-Chip modules* hough some integratedAl

circuits were available, there were no standards set yet and no cost or

speed advantage from using IC's. These modules, whose size was

approximately 2-1/2 in. (5 in. or 10 in.) by 5-1/2 in., were plugged into

an assembly of 144-pin connector blocks using 24 gauge wire-wrap pins as

the interconnect media. The basic hardware was identical to that used for

the PDP-7.

The central factor in the technology was the speed of core memory. A new

memory design using 30 mil inside diameter cores and a driving sense

structure known as 2-1/2 D (in contrast to the standard coincident current

selection; see PDP-8 Chapter) allowed the memory to cycle in 1 microsecond.

The memory was oriented to an 8 Kword organization which offered a cost

advantage. It must be noted that discrete components logic costs were high
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compared to memory, but memory limited system performance. The PDP-7 had a

1.75 microsecond memory cycle; the system performance of the PDP-9 was

improved by a factor of 1.75 over that of the PDP-7.
The PDP-A Set Pvocessov

[cre neg

Opher impra
4

'ovemen ts which redu@ed co

bilit plementéd. The major cost improvement was the

implementation of an I/0 Bus, a concept derived from the PDP-5 and 6. The

bus was daisy-chained from device to device using twisted pair cables.

Compared with the PDP-7 which was custom wired for each option, this

technique provided uniformity in I/O backplane wiring; it allowed

independent development, manufacturing and test of I/0 options and

simplified field installation of options. Also, it allowed costs to be

associated with each option rather than being initially higher as in the

radial scheme where all options had to be planned for in the central

processor. The bus structure created the illusion that systems of

unlimited size could be built.

TO
The I/0 control extended the features of earlier models by implementing an

eight level nested automatic priority interrupt facility and a data channel

transfer facility. The Automatic Priority Interrupt (API) had four levels

of hardware interrupt capability available at the I/O Bus and four levels

of software priority. The data channel transfer facility was the same as a

direct memory channel except in the location of word count and current

address registers. The I/O structure was designed to allow these control

registers to be implemented in core memory, further attesting to the fact

that core was cheaper than logic. (This scheme was first used in PDP-4

with the Type 57A magnetic tape control .)
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The Direct Memory Access channel (DMA) was the most disappointing part of
the I/O Bus concept. The speed requirement dictated the use of an extra
Set of data and address lines which were carried between the DMA device and

the memory bus multiplexer via an extra set of cables. Also, a second port
to memory was required. The idea of a "clean" bus cabling scheme for high

speed transfer devices was not possible because of the extra radial lines

required. (Alternatively, we might have slowed the machine down to handle

the transfers.)
H [em PEL)

The PDP-9 was the first microprogram controlled processor implemented at

DEC. Although in itself a technological advancement, it was also an

interesting precursor of things to come. The structure of the processor is
shown in Fig. 23. Note its simplicity compared to the earlier designs. It
used a more general data path through an adder compared to the ad hoc

register structure of the earlier machines. A 64-word, 36-bit,
212-nanosecond cycle read-only, rope, magnetic memory was used as the

microprogrammed control store for the processor. The design allowed for

easy bench modification in the event the microcode required changing. The

original concept of a unary encoded control soon was lost in the

complexities of the design. Eneoding the bits was the resulting compromise

position which eliminated the possiblity of providing special purpose

machines (we had hoped for) by a simple ROM change. The size of the

control memory further constrained the extendability and use of the

microprogram control. It would have been nice to be able to build in

There were not enough words.floating point arithmetic.

A further testimony to the power of control store was the fact that the
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extended arithmetic element, a hardware 36-bit multiply/divide option, was

implemented with only six single height flip chip modules. By comparison,

the processor occupied about 320 module slots or a total printed circuit
board area of 3,100 sq.in. This area also included the optional arithmetic

element and much of the I/0 control; thus it was about half the size of the

earlier machines. (We also found an error in the PDP-1 signed integer

divide algorithm.) A discrete carry adder which developed the carry over

18 bits in under 30 nsec. was necessary in order to meet the performance

goals.
EVALUATION
Except for the 300 wire field change on the first ten processor backplanes,

the PDP-9 enjoyed a good reputation for performance and up time. It was

later accompanied by the cost reduced version PDP-9/L. The cost reduction

took the form of a new (and somewhat cumbersome) power supply design, a 4

Kword memory design which used the Teletype 33 ASR (Automatic Send-Receive

- with paper tape) instead of separate paper tape reader and punch. The

Memory planes were borrowed from the PDP-8 line and adapted to provide half

the memory in half the space. The life of the 9/L was comparatively short,

for it was soon overtaken by the PDP-15.

F ( pez)



PDP-15 (Gerry Butler)

Unlike its predecessors, the PDP-15 was designed to provide a range of

Systems with both hardware and software. While the early 18-bit machines

evolved to include several configurations, the notion of a planned range

was explicit from the start. As it turned out, the PDP-15 evolved over a

considerably wider range than was anticipated. Table 2 shows the various

systems and options which served as bases for new systems, but only those

models through the 15/40 were planned from the start.

ChB,
As in the past, the goal was to provide a better cost/performance than the

PDP-9. The PDP-7 to PDP-9 transition did not provide a big cost

improvement. The PDP-15 semiconductor technology provided the impetus for

a new implementation. The 7400 and 74HOO series integrated circuits of

transistor logic (TTL) permitted clock speeds of 10 to 20 Mhz, lower costs

and higher packing densities (for lower packaging costs) than the discrete

circuits used in PDP-9. The basic PDP-15/10 turned out to be the smallest

(see Fig. 24) of the 18-bit series, while providing a number of options and

additional features including an additional instruction set with an index

and limit register. Also, the memory size was extended to 131 Kwords of

memory. A separate control unit, called the I/0 processor, handled the

bookkeeping for the I/O channels and 1/0 bus. Figure 25 shows a

fundamentally smaller system (including the core memory). Note the two

processors occupy only a third of the cabinet space, yet are faster and

have more capability than the PDP-9. Also note that the packaging reverted

to the simplicity of the earlier PDP-1 using no swing-out gates.



PDP-15/10

(Basic Paper Tape System)

PDP-15/20

(Keyboard Monitor using

DECTape File System)

PDP-15/30

(Background/ Foreground)

Table 2: The PDP-15 Family of 18-bit Computer Systems

Hardware

CPU

4K Memory

Teletype

CPU

8K Memory

EAE

Paper Tape

DECTape

Teletype

CPU

16K Memory

EAE

API

Memory Protect

Clock

Paper Tape

DECTape

PDP-15 Page 2
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Software

Assembler

Editor

Debugger

Utilities

Keyboard Monitor

Fortran IV

Focal

PIP

Utilities

B/F Monitor

Fortran IV

Focal

PIP

Utilities



PDP-15/35

PDP-15/40

(Disk Based B/F)

PDP -15/50

PDP-15/76

2 Teletypes

(15/30 with Disks)

CPU

24K Memory

EAE

API

Memory Protect

Clock

Paper Tape

DECTape

524K Fixed Hd. Disk

2 Teletypes

(16K memory based)

15/40 + PDP-11

Page 3
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PDP-15
G. Bell

Disk B/F Monitor

Fortran IV

Focal

PIP

Utilities

11-based File and

I/O Device Management
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Unlike its predecessors, the change from discrete transistors to integrated
circuits did cause perterbations in the 18-bit evolution since the ICs used

ground and +5 volt logic signals, compared to the ground and -3 volt
signals of its predecessors. This change caused a great break with the

past in terms of using earlier peripherals. A block diagram to the final,
evolved state of the PDP-15/76 is shown in Fig. 26. The initial design did

not have floating point arithmetic, but the project was started and 50%

completed prior to the first shipment. Table 3 shows the effect of a

built-in data-type. The PDP-11 (and the Unibus) did not exist at PDP-15

introduction time. Hence, the initial structure had only a connection to

memory, two processors, and an I/O bus that was somewhat compatible with

the PDP~9 (so that equipment could be designed for either PDP-9 or PDP-15).

There were well-defined initial goals which are described below. Finally,
there is a discussion of the evolution beyond the initial design.

Table 3: FP15 Floating Point Computation Times

Was With

Program Tvne Software Time FP15 Speed Up*

Matrix Inversion 12 Sec. 5 Sec. 2.4

Fourier Transform 16.9 Sec. 2.9 Sec. 5.8

Least Squares Fit 5.1 Sec. .7 Sec. 7.3

Test of all F.P. Functions 11.4 Sec. 1.4 Sec. 8.1

A Physics Application Program 37 Sec. 3 Sec. 12.3
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ORJFCTIVES AND RESULTS
QQOALS

Mo st objegtives were achieved or exceeded. The following is a summary of
var ous explicit goals, together with the decisions and results of the

CycheTre
An 800 nsec. cycle time exceeded our (850 ns) objective, but it was

difficult for several reasons:

The CPU, memory, and I/0 were made asynchronous to reduce I/0

latency reduction. The synchronizing logic was complicated and

resulted in significant circuit delays.

A DC (round trip) interlocked memory bus was used in order to

handle speed-independent memories. This caused communications

delays.

To minimize cabling, we shared one set of lines for address and

data to memory. This caused additional communication delays.

chen J (rom page 8
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Manufacturing Cost

We exceeded our manufacturing cost goal in the first fifty units. In

the process, we learned that the majority of costs were in the mechanical

packaging. Sights were set on reducing cabling, using a single power

harness which could be built and tested on a jig, and using standard H911

mounting panels for logic. The cabling was reduced to:

1 console cable

1 -

1 - I/0 bus cable assembly

2-

teletype cable

memory bus cables

In trying to limit console cabling, a time division multiplex communication

scheme was designed to get enough signals to the lights. In this fashion,

a number of signals were transmitted on the same wires on a timeshared

basis. The lamp filament was used as the storage element at the console.

This was the machine's only patent. Ultimately the logic was too complex:

when the console failed, it was harder to fix than the processor.

Improved Priority Interrupt Latency

We were not able to reduce interrupt latency to the two microsecond goal.

With parity, memory protect and relocate options implemented, and with

adder and synchronizing delays, a four microsecond time was achieved, which

was acceptable in the system.
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One Cabinet Package

The CPU, I/0 processor, console and 32 Kword memory were packaged in one

cabinet, but it was close. There are virtually no spare module slots in

the CPU.

1/0 Bus Length

The I/0 Bus was extended to 75 feet by switching to a terminated bus. The

PDP-9 used an unterminated transmission line with diode clamps. The PDP-15

has cleaner signals and no reflections. A new set of bus driver/receiver

modules were designed which were faster and offered less bus loading. The

penalty paid was higher power consumption and greater power supply cost

than in PDP-9.

The least expensive multi-user protection scheme was provided in the form

of a relocation register and a boundary register. Because it was marketed
A

as an option, it degraded the machine more than necessary. However, the

minimum machine cost was kept within the target.
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Better Maintainability

A means to look at more than 400 signal points was provided in the logic.
This, coupled with the single step feature allowed troubleshooting of the

machine from the console without an oscilliscope. As it turned out, this

feature was used infrequently because of the required training.

PDP-9 Compatibility

PDP-9 instruction compatibility was achieved, but with three minor

exceptions. These caused no customer or DEC software problems, to our

knowledge.

Since the PDP-15 was one of the first DEC computers to use ICs extensively,

it was important to minimize the number of logic types. The PDP-15 has 21

semiconductor types. This includes ICs, transistors, and diodes. All are

available from multiple suppliers.

No Twisted Pairs

Having no twisted pairs in the backplane was a tough goal to achieve

because there was no inexpensive wiring capability at the time. We

achieved this goal, but logic had to be moved before the machine could be

produced and reliably.
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uration Rules with Field

The PDP-15 has fixed configuration rules and very easy field installation
of options. This required more space (partially full cabinets) and as a

result the cost is slightly higher.

ro e

Margin testing of the PDP-15 was planned using a combination of varying

logic timing and temperature. Special test equipment was provided for the

production line to allow rapid heat cycling of CPUs and memories. In

addition, a fast program loader system was designed around a PDP-8 with

multiple DECtape units. Diagnostic programs could be loaded into the

memory of a unit being tested by merely pressing a button. This saved

considerable time in computer check-out.

Subassembly replacement was planned at the final assembly and test group.

The concept was that if a processor, memory, power supply or whatever

failed to work when it was integrated into a system, the whole subassembly

would be replaced and sent back to its appropriate test line rather than

doing the repair in the area. This process proved impractical, as the

production line was never filled with enough material to allow this to take

place.
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Early First Customer Ship

The first PDP-15 was to be shipped eighteen months after commencement of

the project. We ran into a number of difficulties during the project,
including personnel turnover, which caused a two-month slip.

Budget.

The project was finished at about 92% of budget.

New Perinheral Designs (excent, Direct. Memory Access Controllers) Were to

Work on Both PDP-9 and PDP-15

This goal was met, newer devices were used on the PDP-9 by changing the

receiver/driver modules. The PDP-15 was the first 18-bit machine to use IC

positive logic (versus older negative transistor series logic), bus

conversion signals were required in order to be able to use the PDP-9

peripheral controllers.

on s worth

PDP-1 PDP=15 PDP-15 (ME15)

Ryne

Year 1960 19xx 19yy
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Stack size 4 Kwords 4 Kwords 24 Kwords

Cyele time (microseconds) 5 0.8 0.8
» X Density (words/cabinet) 12 Kwords 48 Kwords 96 Kwords

(32 Kwords

with CPU

included)

Size electronics 1/3 cabinet 1/12 cabinet 1/24 cabinet

Configuration 3D stack 5 planes,
4 bits/plane;

planar stack

Core size 30 mil 18 mil 18 mil

Wires/Core 4 3 3

«

Pvocessor
i

Figure 27 shows the register transfer structure of the processor. It is based

on elements and features used in earlier designs. It has a basic data path

structure which permits the results from any of the eleven registers to be

read into the arithmetic unit and back into the registers. On the other hand,

in order to operate at high speeds, a number of separate registers such as the

Step Counter, Program Counter, and Multiplier-Quotient registers must operate

in parallel with the basic data path. In this way, significant overlap

occurs, which is necessary in order to achieve the 800 nanosecond memory cycle +'mé
ThE WIth 4 it h

PDP -4 only four registers in the basic machine. With Because the PD a
was

use integrated circuits, the goal of minimizing registers is less important. P"The

first major extension to the PDP-15 was the addition of a floating point
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Processor (Fig. 28) to enable it to perform well in the scientific/computation

marketplace using FORTRAN and other algorithmic languages. With the addition

of the FP15 floating point processor the time for a programmed floating point

operations was reduced from 100-200 microseconds to 10-15 microseconds, giving
about a factor of 10 increase in FORTRAN performance. The additional floating
point unit required a number of additional instructions. The irony of this

extension is that the PDP-11, and nearly all microcomputer ISP extensions

exactly follow this evolution!
Physical / implementation

K page 10

TWO CENTRAL PROCESSOR PDP-15 (Bob Gray)

The product line had sold a system that was a dual processor. From the sale

Came the MX15, a dual port memory, which eventually was transferred to the

PDP-15 standard product line. The MX15 also expanded memory to the full 128

Kwords built into the PDP-15 addressing structure. The unit occupied a single

rack and used the M series logic cards. Since there was space to add a third

"port" within the rack unit, the MX15 turned out to be a three port device.

At the time, the lab breadboard was, indeed, an impressive array of three

cabinets containing 128 Kwords of memory and two processors.

The logic included what went unrecognized as a "synchronizer"* problem for

some two months despite reviews by some senior engineers. Once the problem

was recognized the design went to a quick completion. Since the multiport

memory has three inputs to synchronize, it can become unstable.

AND
UNICHANNEL 15/76 (PDP-15 + PDP-11) PDP-15/XVM

#A classical logic design problem that has turned out to be "theoretically"
unsolvable. When synchronizing (detecting) the presence of an event occurring
at a random time with a fixed clock event, a small amount of energy is
available to set a flip-flop. When a flip-flop is triggered with a small
signal, it can go into an undecided state undecided for a relatively long
(even undecided) of time.
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The Unichannel began as a problem: find the most cost-effective way to attach
the RK05 disk to the PDP-15. After a review of the problem, it became clear
that the correct way to put the RK05 on the PDP-15 was to use an -11

processor, together with the RK05 controller on PDP-11. The key reason was

not the cost of modifying the RK05 disk controller, rather, it was the cost

of doing new diagnostics that would have to be executed in PDP-15 code.

Another reason was the ease of adding other PDP-11 family peripherals. Our

project was to run somewhat over six months and had a budget for the hardware
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of about $75K.

As the system design progressed, it became clear that the PDP-11 could run

other PDP-11 family peripherals. Since most development and production

resources were directed to the 16-bit, PDP-11 series, all factors favored

using existing peripherals rather than inventorying a new set for PDP-15. The

list of peripherals quickly included communications lines, plotter, printer,

and card equipment. It was also conceived as a PDP-15. Figure 29 shows the

options of the PDP-15/76 and Fig. 30 shows the physical cabinets together with

powers, etc.

The project had a very small, but excellent staff. Al Helenius, did much of

the logic design of the memory multiplexer device using M series logic

modules. It was first operational in early November 1972. In general the

hardware part of the program went very smoothly. The complexity and size of

the software task was clearly underestimated. Rick Hully proposed an

operating system structure that, for the era and initial application, was both

elegant, advanced and yet straightforward. However, the successful system

operation depended on more software. The reality was that we had evolved to a

*A classical logic design problem that has turned out to be "theoretically"
unsolvable. When synchronizing (detecting) the presence of an event occurring
at a random time with a fixed clock event, a small amount of energy is
available to set a flip-flop. When a flip-flop is triggered with a small
signal, it can go into an undecided state undecided for a relatively long
(even undecided) of time.
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true "multiprocessor" system. Today the industry has begun to use the term

"back-end processor" or "file-processor" for what was accomplished on the

PDP-15 in the early seventies. (Also, this structure was used by IBM in their

coupled 7090/7044 system and in their 360 Attached Support Processor.)

It is interesting that the dual processor structure is again receiving
attention as microcomputers make the CPU no longer a restricted resource, but

one to be used generously throughout a system. The UNICHANNEL and 15/76

programs hold much valuable technical experience that has yet to be exploited

or understood, even within DEC. One of the major reasons for the slow

diffusion of this innovation has been the ongoing controversy of using

"symmetrical multiprocessing" or "specialized task oriented multiprocessing".

The current activity, in my opinion, vindicates the specialized approach,

which the 18-bit computer line understood years ago.

ritehannel Fresuits-

The Movket
From a market and user viewpoint, the 15/76 was successful. Users were able

to offload I/O and file processing and at, the same time, obtain much lower

priced peripherals. About 100 were delivered, and 300 were retrofit to

existing PDP-15 installations.



Chapter 7

Structural Levels of the PDP-8
Bell, Newell, and Siewiorek

4 lire
busedon Yhe

A map of the hierarchy/ is given in Fig. 1, starting from PMS~

structure SP and down through logic design to circuit
These description levels are subdivided to provide more 4electronics

organizational details such as registers, data operators, and

functional units at the register transfer level.

should the relationship of the various

description levels constitutes a tree structure, where the

organizationally complex computer is the top node and each descending

description level represents increasing detail (or smaller component

size) until the final circuit element level is reached. for

simplicity, only a few of the many possible paths through the

structural description tree are illustrated. For example, the path

showing mechanical parts is missing. The path shown proceeds from the

PDP-8 computer to the processor and from there to the arithmetic unit

or, more specifically, to the Accumulator register (AC) of the

arithmetic unit. Next, the logic implementing the register transfer

operations and functions for the jth bit of the given, followed

by the flip-flops and gates needed for this particular implementation.
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Finally, on the last segment of the path, come the electronic circuits
and components of which flip-flops and gates are constructed.

Abstract Representations

Figure 1 also lists some of the methods used to represent the

physical computer abstractly at the different description levels. As

mentioned previously, only a small partofthe PDP-8 description tree

is represented here. The many documents constitute the

complete representation of even this Ja11 computer include logic

diagrams, wiring lists, circuit schematics, printed-circuit board

photo etching masks, production description diagrams, production parts

lists, testing specifications, programs for testing and diagnosing

faults, and manuals for modification, production, maintenance, and

use. As the discussion continues down the abstract description tree,

the reader will observe that the tree conveniently represents the

which/

S

constituent objects of each level and their interconnection at the

next highest level.

Each level in the abstract description tree will be described in

order.

The-PMS Level

The PDP-8 computer in PMS notation is:
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C('PDP-8; technology: trans ftors< 12 b/w;

'8/E, '8/F, '8/M, '8/A
antecedents: 'PDP-5;
Mp(core; #0: 7; 4096

descendants: 'PDP-8/S, 8/
MOS8:

tek 1.5
Pe(Mps(2 4
instruction :

length 2112 W

address/ instruction: 1:
operations on data: ( , +, Not, And, Minus
(negate), Srri(/2), Slr 1 (#2) + 1 ) y i
optional operations: (*,/ ,normalize) ;
data-types:word,integer ,»Boolean vector;
operations for data access:4);

338):P( display;
P(e; 'LINC);S('I/O Bus; 1 Pe; 64 K);
Ms(disk, 'DECtape, magnetic tape);
T( paper tape, card, analog, cathode-ray tube) )

As
INC-8-338 consisting of three

€(
processors; Pe('LINC), Pe('PDP-8), and P.display('338) is shown in

Fig. 2. LINC processor

described in Chapter 6 is a very capable processor with more

instructions than Ppe-8; is available in the structure, to

interpret programs written for the LINC. Because of the rather

limited 9 one would hardly expect to find all the components

present in Fig. 2 in an actual configuration.

a

The switches (S$) between the memory and the processor m eight
IMp)

primary memories, to be connected. This switch, in PMS called

S('Memory Bus; 8 Mp; 1 Pc; time-multiplexed; 1.5 us/w) is actually a
S

bus switch makes the eight memory modules logically

equivalent to a single 33768 vollmemory module. There are two other

connections to the processor excluding the console. They are the4 bythe

S('I/O Bus) and L('Data Break; Direct Memory Access) for

interconnection with peripheral device. Associated with each device is
A
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a switch ,ad the I/O Bus links all the devices. A simplified PMS

diagram (Fig. 3) shows the structure and the logical-physical
transformation for the I/O Bus, Memory Bus, and Direct Memory Access

link. Thus, the I/O Bus is:

S('I/O Bus duplex; time-multiplexed, 1 Pe; 64 K; Pe controlled. K
requests; t: 4.5 us/w)

The I/O Bus is nearly the same for the PDP-5, 8, 8/S, 8/I, and

8/L. Hence, any controller can be used on any of the above computers

provided there is an appropriate logic level converter (PDP-5, 8, and

8/S use negative polarity logic, while PDP-8/I and 8/L use positive

logic.) The I/O Bus is the link to the controllers for

processor-controlled data transfers. Each word transferred is

designated by a processor in-out transfer (iot) instruction. Due to

the high cost of hardware circa 1965, the PpP-8 I/O Bus protocol was

designed to minimize the amount of hardware to interface a peripheral

device. As a result, only a minimal number of control signals were

defined with the largest portion of I/O control performed by software.

A detailed structure of the processor and memory (Fig. 4) shows

the I/O Bus and Data Break connections to the registers and control in

the notation used in the initial PDP-8 reference manual. This diagram

is essentially a functional block diagram. The corresponding logic

for a controller is given in Fig. 3 in terms of logic design elements

(ANDs and ORs). The operation of the I/O Bus starts when the

processor sends a control signal and sets the (0. SELECT<0:5) lines to
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specify a particular controller. Each controller is hardwired to

respond to its unique 6-bit code. The local control, K[k], select

signal isthen used to form three local commands when ANDed with the

iot e mmand lines from the processor IO PULSE .1thre

I0.P » and IO.PULSE.4. Twelve data bits are transmitted either

to or from the processor, indirectly under the controller's control.

This is accomplished by using the AND-OR gates in the controller for

data input to the processor, and the AND gate for data input to the

controller. A single skip input is used so that the processor can

test a status bit in the controller. A controller communicates back

to the processor via the interrupt reguest line. Any controller

wanting attention simply ORs its request signal into the interrupt

request signal. ing e

interrupter. Normally, the controller signal causing an interrupt is
also connected to the skip input, he. fr hooLeo

oer Othe

The Data Break input for Direct. emory Access provides a direct

access path for a processor or a controller to memory via the

processor. The number of access ports to memory can be expanded to

eight by using the DM01 Data Multiplexer, a switch. The DM01 port is

requested from a processor (e.g., LINC or 338) or a controller (e.g.,

Magnetic tape). A processor or controller supplies a memory address,

a read or write access request, and then accepts or supplies data for

the accessed word. In the configuration (Fig. 1), Pe('LINC) and

P('338) are connected to the multiplexor and make requests to memory

for both their instructions and data in the same way as the PDP-8

LO
are Cates

processor. The global control of these processor programs is via the
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processor over the I/O Bus. The issues start and stop commands,

initializes their state, and examines their final state when a program

in the other processor halts or requires assistance.

When a controller is connected to the Data Break or to the DM01

Data Multiplexer, it only accesses memory for data. The most complex

function these controllers carry out is the transfer of a complete

block of data between the memory and a high speed transducer or a

secondary memory for example, DECtape or disk. A special mode, the
heA =)

three cycle data breakallows a controller to request the next word

from a block in memory. 7

and a reduced each time the controller

makes a request. With this scheme;-a-word transfer takes three memory

e

The DECtape was rived from M.I.T.'s Lincoln Laboratory LINCtape

unit, Data are-explicitly addressed by blocks (variable but by

convention 128 information in a block~ean be replaced or

CleeLE+

A (were)rewritten at random This operation unlike the early and standard

IBM format magnetic tape in which data San be appended only to the end

of a file.

Programming Level (ISP).

The ISP of the PDP-8 processor is probably the simplest for a

general purpose stored program computer. It operates on 12-bit words,
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12-bit integers, and 12-bit Boolean vectors. It has only a few data

operators, namely, =, +, minus (negative of), Not, And, slr 1(rotate
bits left), srr 1(#2 rotate bits right), (optional) / , and

normalize. However, there are microcoded instructions, which allow

compound instructions to be formed in a single instruction.

12_word memory (declaredThe ISP is presented in Appendix 1 . The 2

M[0: 4095]<0.11>) is divided into 32 fixed-length pages of 128 words

each (not shown in the ISP description). Address calculation is based

on references to the first_page, Page.Zero, or to the current page of

The effective address calculation procedure,

~@alled ead, provides for both direct and indirect reference to either

the current page or the first page. This scheme allows a 7-bit
address to specify a local page address.

A 2!°_word memory is available on the PDP-8, but addressing
12greater than 2 words is comparatively inefficient. In the extended

range, two 3-bit registers, the Program Field and Data Field Registers
12select which of the eight 2'°-word blocks are being actively addressed

as program and data. These are not given in the ISP description.

[2- b
There is an array of eight, registers, called the Auto.IndexA

registers, which resides in Page.Zero. This array

(Auto. Index[0:7]<0:11>:=ML#10:#17]<0: 11> possesses the useful property

that whenever an indirect reference is made to it, a 1 is first added

to its contents. (That is,
there is a side effect to referencing.) Thus, address integers in the
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register can select the next member of a vector or string for

accessing.

(ac\ accumulator<o: 119), an accumulator extension bit called the

The processor state is minimal, consisting of a i2-bit

A
the 12-bit Program Counter, the RUN flip-flop, and the

INTERRUPT.ENABLE bit. The external processor state is composed of

console switches and an interrupt request.

The instruction format can also be presented as a decoding diagram

or tree (Fig. 5). Here, each block represents an encoding of bits in

the instruction word. A decoding diagram allows one more descriptive

dimension than the conventional, linear ISP description, revealing the

assignment of bits to the instruction. Figure 5 still requires ISP

descriptions for the memory, the processor state, the

effective-address calculation, the instruction interpreter, and

finally execution for each instruction. Diagrams such as Fig. 5 are

useful in the ISP design to determine which instruction op codes are

to be assigned to names and operations, and instructions which are

free to be assigned (or encoded).

There are eight basic instructions encoded by 3 opcode bits of the

instruction, that is, op<0: 2> : i<0: 2> Each of the first six

instructions OP eq 5) have the four addressingOP

modes (direct Page.Zero, direct Current.Page, indirect Page.Zero,

indirect Current.Page), thus yielding essentially 24 instructions.

The first six instructions are:
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data transmission: deposit and clear-accumulator/dea

(Note that the add instruction,
tad, is used for both data

transmission and arithmetic.)

binary arithmetic: two's complement add to the accumu-

lator/tad

binary Boolean: and to the accumulator/and

program control: jump/set program counter/ jmp

jump to subroutine/ jms

index memory and skip if results
are zero/isz

The subroutine-calling instruction, jms, provides a method for

transferring a link to the beginning (or head) of the subroutine. In

this way arguments can be accessed indirectly, and a return is

executed by a jump indirect instruction to the location storing the

returned address. This straightforward subroutine-call mechanism,

although inexpensive to implement, requires reentrant and recursive

subroutine calls to be interpreted by software rather than by

hardware. A stack for subroutine linkage, as in the PDP-11, would

allow the use of read-only memory program segments consisting of pure
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code. This scheme was adopted in the CMOS-8.

spoke
The input-output instruction ,/iot (op Eqv #6), uses the remaining

nine bits of the instruction to specify instructions to input/output

devices. The six IO.SELECT bits select 1 of 64 devices. Three

conditional pulse commands to the selected device, I0.PULSE.1,

IO.PULSE.2, and IO.PULSE.4, are controlled by the iot, io.control<0: 2>

operation code bits. The instructions to a typical I/0 device are:

testing a Boolean Condition of an I0 Device

If I0.PULSE.1 => (If IO.SKIP.FlaglIO.SELECT] => PC = PC + 1)

output data to a device from Accumulator

If IO.PULSE.4 => (OUTPUT.REGISTER[IO.SELECT] = AC)

input data from a device to Accumulator

If IO.PULSE.2 => (AC = INPUT.REGISTER[IO.SELECT])

There are three microcoded instruction groups selected by (op<0: 2>

Eqv #7), called the operate instructions. The instruction decoding

diagram (Fig. 5) and the ISP description show the microinstructions

which can be combined in a single instruction. These instructions
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are: operate group 1 ((op<0: 2> Eqv #7) And Not ib) for operating on

the processor state; operate group 2 ((op<0: 2> Eqv #7) And ib<3> And

i<11>) for testing the processor state; and the extended arithmetic

element group (op<0: 2> Eqv #7 And i<3> And i<11>) for multiply,
divide, ete. Within each instruction the remaining bits, <4: 10> or

<4: 11>, are extended instruction (or opcode) bits; that is, the bits
are microcoded to select additional instructions. In this way, an

instruction is actually programmed (or microcoded, as it was

originally named before "microprogramming" was used extensively). For

example, the instruction, set link to 1, is formed by coding the two

microinstructions, clear link, followed by complement link.

If ((op <0: 2> Eqv #7) And (group Eqv 0)) => (

If i<5> => L = 0; Next

If i<7> => L = Not L )

Thus, in operate group 1, the instructions clear link, complement

link, and set link are formed by coding i<5,7> = 10,01, and 11,

respectively. The operate group 2 instructions are used for testing

the condition of the processor state. These instructions use bits 5,

6, and 8 to code tests for the Accumulator. The AC skip conditions

are coded as never, always, AC Eql 0, AC Neg 0, AC Lss 0, AC Leq 0, AC

Geq 0 and AC Gtr 0. If all the nonredundant and useful variations in

the two operate groups were available as separate instructions in the

manner of the first seven (dea, tad, etc.), there would be

approximately 7 + 12(group 1) + 10(group 2) + 6(eae) = 35 instructions
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in the PDP-8.

The optional Extended Arithmetic Element (EAE) includes additional
(Se)CMa

Multiplier,Quotient ahd Shift registers and provides the

hardwired operations multiply, divide, logical shift left, arithmetic

shift, and normalize.

The Interrupt Scheme

External conditions in the input/output devices can request that,

INTERRUPT.ENABLE Eqv 1). A request to interrupt (i.e.,
INTERRUPT. REQUEST=1) clears the,bit (INTERRUPT.ENABLE = 0), and the

processor behaves as though a jump to subroutine 0 instruction jms 0»)

processor be interrupted. Interrupts are allowed if to

had been executed. A special iot instruction (i<0: 11> Eql #6001)

followed by a jump to subroutine indirect to 0, and instruction

(i<0: 11> Eql #5220) returns the processor to the interruptable state

with INTERRUPT.ENABLE a 1. The program time to save the processor

state is 6 memory accesses (9 microseconds), and the time to restore

the state is 9 memory accesses (13.5 microseconds) .

Only one interrupt level is provided in the hardware. If multiple

priority levels are desired, programmed polling is required. Most 1/0

devices have to interrupt because they do not have a

program-controlled device interrupt enable switch. For multiple

devices, approximately 3 cycles (4.5 microseconds) are required to

poll each interrupter.
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Register-Transfer Level

More detail is required than is provided by either the PMS or ISP

levels to describe the internal structure and behavior of the

processor and memory. Figure 4 shows the registers and controllers at

a block diagram level, and Figure 6 gives a more detailed version

using PMS notation. Table 1 gives the permissible register transfer

operations that the processor's sequential control circuit can give to

the PDP-8 registers.

Table 1. PDP-8 Register Transfer Control Signals and
Data Break Interface

AC\Accumulator, L\Link and combined L. AC LAC
AC = 0; AC = #7777; AC = not AC; LAC = LAC + 1

L = 0; L= 1; L = Not L;
LAC = LAC Srr 1; LAC = LAC Srr 2; !rotates right
LAC = LAC Slr 1; LAC = LAC Slr 2; !rotates left
AC = AC Or Switches; AC = AC And MB; AC = IO.BUS
AC = AC Xor MB; LAC = Carry (AC MB) ;
(note that previous two commands form: LAC = AC + MB).

MB\Memory Buffer
MB = 0; MB = MB + 1

MB = PC; MB = AC; MB = M[MA]; MB = DB.DATA.

MA\Memoryv.Address
MA<O: 4> = 0; MA = PC; MA = MB; MA<5: 11> = MA<5: 11>;
MA = DB.ADDRESS.

pc\Program.Counter
PC = 03; PC = PC + 1 PC<O: 4> = 0;
PC = MB; PC<5: 11> = MB<5: 11>.

TR\Instruction.Register
IR = 0; IR = M[MA]<0: 2>

M\MemoryI0:40951<0: 11>.
MCMA] = MB !write
MB = M[MA] !read

DB\DATA . interface
DB. DATA<0: 11> ! Input to MB
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DB. ADDRESS<0: 11> ! Input to MA
MB<0: 11>
DB.REQUEST Control inputs to Pe
DB.DIRECTION
DB.CYCLE .SELECT<0: 11>
ADDRESS.ACCEPTED Control outputs from Pe
WORD.COUNT.OK
BREAK.STATE

Although electrical pulse voltages and polarities are not shown in

Table 1, the operations are presented in considerably more detail than

shown in Fig. 4.

As Fig. 6 shows, the registers in the processor cannot be uniquely

assigned to a single function. In a minimal machine such as the

PDP-8, functional separation is not economical. Thus, there are not

completely distinct registers and transfer paths for memory,

arithmetic, program, and instruction flow. (This sharing complicates

understanding of the machine.) However, Fig. 6 clarifies the

structure considerably by defining all the registers in the processor

(including temporaries and controls). For example, the meng,
(MB\Memory .Buffer<0: 11>)is used to hold the word being read from or

operations (for example, AC = AC And ve). also used as an

written to memory. holds'one of the operands for binary

extension of the Instruction.Register during the instruction

interpretation. The additional physical registers, not part of the

ISP, are:

MB\Memory .Buffer<0: 11> holds memory data, instruction, and
operands

MA\Memory. Address<0: 11> holds address of word in M being
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accessed

IR\Instruction.Register<0: 2> holds the value of current
instruction being performed

State. Register<0: 1> a ternary state register holding
the major state of memory cycle
being performed - declared as
2-bits

F\Fetch:=(If State.Register Eqv 0) memory cycle to fetch
instruction

D\Deferred:=(If State.Register Eqv 1) memory cycle to get address of
operand

E\Execute:=(If State.Register Eqv 2) memory cycle to fetch
(store) operand and execute the
instruction

Emphasis in Figure 6 is on the static definition (or declaration)

of the information paths, the operations, and state. The ISP

interpretation (Appendix 1) is the specification for the machine's

behavior as seen by a program. As the temporary hardware registers

are added, a more detailed ISP definition must be given in terms of

time and in terms of temporary and control registers. Instead,

give a state diagram (Fig. 7),t0 define the actual processor which is

constrained by both the ISP registers, the temporary registers implied

by the implementation, and time. The relationship among the state

diagram, the ISP description, and the logic is shown in the hierarchy

of Fig. 1. In the relationships of the figures, observe that the

ISP definition does not have all the necessary detail for fully

defining a physical processor. The physical processor is constrained

by actual hardware logic and lower-level details even at the circuit

level. For example, a core memory is read by a destructive process

and requires a temporary register (MB) to hold the value being

rewritten. This is not represented within a single ISP language
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statement because defines only the nondestructive transfer; however,
it can be considered as the two parallel operations MB = M[MA]; M[MA]

= 0. The explanation of the physical machine including the rewriting
of core using ISP, is somewhat more tedious than the highest-level
description shown in Appendix 1. For this reason, the state diagram

is used (see Figure 7), and the description of the physical machine

(in ISP) is left as an exercise to the reader.

The state diagram (Fig. 7) is fundamentally driven by minor clock

cycles as seen from both the state diagram and the times when the four

clock signals are generated. Thus, there are three (State.Register
Eqv #0,#1,#2) X 4 (clock) or 12 major states in the implementation.

The IR is used to obtain two more states, F2b and F3b, for the

description. The State.Register values 0, 1, and 2 correspond to

Fetching, Deferred or Indirect addressing (i.e., fetching an operand

address), and Executing. The state diagram does

not describe the Extended Arithmetic Element operation, the interrupt

state, and the data break states (which add 12 more states). The

initialization procedure, including the console state diagram, is also

not given. One should observe that when to occurs at the beginning of

the memory cycle, a new State.Register value is selected. The

State.Register value is always held for the remainder of the cycle;

i.e., only the sequences (FO, F1, F2, F3, or DO, D1, D2, D3 or EO, El,

E2, E3) are permitted.

Logic Design Level (Registers and Data Operations)
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Proceeding from the register transfer and ISP descriptions, the

next level of detail is the logic module. Typical of the level is the

1-bit logic module for an accumulator bit, AC<j>, illustrated in Fig.
8. The horizontal data inputs in the figure are to the logic module

from AC<j>, MBX j>, AC<j> input from the I0.Bus.In, and SWITCHES<}j>.

The control signal inputs whose names are identified using the

vertical bar (e.g., {AC = 0{) command the register operations (i.e.,
the transfers). They are labeled by their respective ISP operations

(for example, AC = AC And MB, AC = AC Slr 1, for rotate once left).
The sequential state machine, for the processor Pc(K), generates these

control signal inputs using a combinational circuit like that shown in

Figure 9.

Logic Design Level (Pe Control, PC(K) Sequential State Machine

Network)

The output signals from the processor sequential machine (Fig. 9)

can be generated in a straightforward fashion by formulating the

Boolean expressions directly from the state diagram in Fig. 7. For

example, the AC = 0 control signal is expressed algebraically and with

a combinational network in Fig. 9. Obviously, these Boolean output

control signals are functions which include the clock, the

State.Register, and the states of the arithmetic registers (for

example, AC = 0, L = 0, etc.). The expressions should be factored and

minimized so as to reduce the hardware cost of the control for the

interpreter. Although the sequential controller for the processor is
mentioned here only briefly, it constitutes about half the logic
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within the processor.

Circuit Level

The final level of description is the circuits which form the

logie functions of storage (flip-flops) and gating (NAND gates).
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate some of these logic devices in detail.

In Fig. 10 a direct set/direct clear flip-flop (a sequential-logic

element) is described in terms of circuit implementation,

combinational logic equivalent, a state table, and its algebraic

behavior. Note that this is not a conventional textbook circuit
because it has no output delay and responds directly and immediately

to an input. Some conventional sequential logic elements are used in

the PDP-8 (but not illustrated), including RS (Reset-Set), T(Trigger) ,

D(Delay), and JK. A delay in the flip-flops makes them behave in the

same way as the "textbook" primitives in sequential circuit theory.

The outputs require a series delay, t, such that, if the inputs

change at time t, the outputs will not change until t + t. In

actuality, the PDP-8 uses capacitor-diode gates at the flip-flop

inputs so that input changes will not be noticed until after the clock

passes. This achieves the same effect.

Figure 11 illustrates the combinational logic elements used in the

PDP-8. The circuit selection is limited to the inverter circuit with

single or multiple inputs. These are more familiarly called NAND
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gates or NOR gates, depending on whether one uses positive and/or

negative logic-level definitions (described in Chapter 4).

The core memory structure is given in Figure 6. A more detailed
block which diagram showing the core stack with its twelve 64 x 64

j-bit core planes is needed. Such a diagram, though still a

functional block diagram, takes on some of the aspects of a circuit
diagram because a core memory is largely circuit-level details. The

memory (Figure 12) consists of the component units: the two address

decoders (which select 1 each of 64 outputs in the X and Y axis
directions of the coincident current memory); selection switches

(which transform a coincident logic address into a high-current path

to switch the magnetic cores); the 12 inhibit drivers (which switch a

high current or no current into a plane when either a 1 or 0 is
rewritten); 12 sense amplifiers (which take the induced low sense

voltage fran a selected core from a plane being switched or not

switched and transform it into a 1 or 0); and the core stack, an array

M[#0:#77771]<0: 11>. Figure 12 also includes the associated

circuit-level hardware needed in the core-memory operation (e.g.,
power supplies, timing, and logic signal level conversion amplifiers) .

The timing signals are generated within the control portion of the

processor and are shown together with processor clock in Figure 13.

The process of reading a word from memory is:

1. A 12-bit selection address is established on the MA<0: 11>
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address lines, which is 1 of #10000 (or 4096) unique numbers

The upper 6 bits <0: 5> select 1 of 64 groups of Y addresses,
and the lower 6 bits <6: 11> select 1 of 64 groups of X

addresses.

2 . The read logic signal is made a 1 at time t2.

3 . A high-current path flows via the X and Y selection switches.

In each of the X and Y directions, 64 X 12 cores have selection

current Only one core in each plane is selected since Ix = Iy
(Ix

= Iswitching/2, and the current at the selected intersection =

Ix + Iy = Iswitching.

. If a core is switched to 0 (by having Iswitching amperes

through it), then a 1 is present and is read at the output of

the plane bit sense amplifiers. A sense amplifier receives an

input from a winding that threads every core of every bit
within a core plane [#0:#7777]. All 12 cores of the selected

word are reset to 0. The time at which the sense amplifier is
observed is tms (the memory strobe), which also causes the

transfer MB = M[MA}.

5 . The read current is turned off by timing in the memory module.

6 . The inhibit and write (slightly delayed) logic signals are

turned on at time t1. The bit inhibit signal is present or

not, depending on whether a0 or 1, respectively, is written
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into a bit.

7. A high-current path flows via the X and Y selection switches,

but in an opposite direction to the read case (see item 2). If
a 1is written, no inhibit current is present and the net

current in the selected core is -Iswitching. If a0 is

written, the current is -Iswitching +(Iswitching/2) and the

core remains reset.

8. The inhibit and write logic signals are turned off at time tmd

specified by timing in the memory module, and the memory cycle

is completed.

Tha (te
the behavior of the transistor as it

44

is used in these switching-circuit primitives but

booKs on semiconductor electronics and physics. It is hoped

that the reader has gained a sense of how to think about the

hierarchical decomposition of computers into particular levels of

(and synthesis)analysis
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Chapter 7 Figure Legends

Figure 1. PDP-8 hierarchy of descriptions.

2. LINC-8-338 PMS diagram.

3. PpP-8 S('I/O Bus) logic and PMS diagrams.

4, PDP-8 processor block diagram.

5. PDP-8 instruction decoding diagram.

6. PpP-8 register transfer level PMS diagran.

7. PDP-8 Pe state diagram.

8. PDP-8 AC<j> bit logic diagram.

9. PDP-8 Pe(K) AC = 0 signal logic equation and diagram.

10. PDP-8 direct-coupled flip-flop and logic diagram.

11. PDP-8 combinational circuit and logic diagram.

12. PDP-8 four-wire coincident current (three dimensions) core

memory logic diagram.

13. PDP-8 clock and memory timing diagram.




